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Some Philowphical Prehistory
of General Relativity

As history, my remarks will form rather a medley. If they can claim any
sort of unity (apart from a general concern with space and time), it derives
from two or three philosophi<lal motifs: the notion- metaphysical, if you
will-of structure in the world, or vera causa; 1 the epistemological principle of the primacy ofexperience, as touchstone of both the content and the
admissibility of knowledge claims; and a somewhat delicate issue of scientific method that arises from the confrontation of that notion and that
principle. The historical figures to be touched on are Leibniz, Huygens,
Newton; glancingly, Kant; Mach , Helmholtz, and Riemann. The heroes
of my story are Newton and Riemann, who seem to me to have expressed
(although laconically) the clearest and the deepest views of the matters
concerned. The story has no villains; but certain attributions often made
to the credit of Leibniz and of Mach will come under criticism.

It is well known that Leibniz denied, in some sense, to space the status
of a vera ctwsa. Jn what precise sense he intended the denial is perhaps
less well known; indeed , as I shall soon explain, I myself consider that
sense in some respects difficult if not impossible to determine. The fact
!hat Leibniz characterizes space as not "real" but "ideal," or as an "entity
of reason" or abstraction, by itself decides nothing; for he also tells us that
lhc structure thus abstracted is the structure--or, as he puts it, the
"order"- of the sit uations of coexistent things; furthermore, of the situaliuns of all actual or 11ossible coexistent things; or, again (in the fourth
lct lcr lo Clarke). that space "does not depend upon such or such a situaliu11 of'huclics; lml it is that order. which renders bodies capable of being
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situated, and by which they have a situation among themselves when they
exist together." It is abundantly clear from this and many other explicit
statements, as well as from his scientific practice, that Leibniz regarded
the attribution to bodies at an instant of ordinary geometrical relationsdistances, angles, etc. -as having objective signifi cance; that he held
these relations to be subject to all the principles of Euclidean geometry;
that he regarded geometrical distinctions (i.e., nonsimilar arrangements)
as in principle discernible; that he conside red these distinctions legitimate to invoke in laws of nature; and thus that the Euclidean spatial
structure of the world at an instant was, for him , in the only sense I am
concerned with, a vera causa. •
It is, then- of course-the connection through time, the problem of
motion, that is seriously at issue. But on this issue certain of Leibniz's
statements seem to face in several different directions. Let us consider
the one that seems most radical. In his treatise on dynamics (Dynamica de
Potentia et Legibus Naturae corporeae, Part II, Sec. III, Prop. 19) Leibniz
states as a theorem what appears to be a general principle of relativi ty. He
employs the phrase "equivale nce of hypotheses"-evidently derived (and
generalized) from the usage in astronomy, where the Ptolemaic, Copernican, and Tychonian "hypotheses" were in question: so "hypothesis"
means "hypothesis about motion," or more precisely "choice of a reference body to be regarded as at rest." The proposition asserts the dynamical equivalence of hypotheses for any closed system of inte racting bodies,
"not only in rectilinear motion (as we have already shown). but universally." Unfortunately, this last expression is obscure: does " not only in
rectilinear motion" refer to the refere nce body-which would give us our
"general re lativity"; or does it refer to the interacting bodies, and
generalize from what Leibniz had "already shown," namely for impacts,
to arbitrary interactions, allowing also curoilinear trajectories? The evidence offered by this and related texts seems to me to weigh almost
equally for each alternative . A thorough discussion would hardly be appropriate here; but let me sketch some of the salient points.
First, one natu rally wants to know how this remarkable theore m is
proved. The re are in fact two proofs, both very ~hort. The fl rst cites two
previous propositions: the analogous result. already mentioned . "for rectilinear motions"; and a ptoposition statin~ that all motions are composed
ofrectilinear uniform ones. From these our prnpositio11 is said by Leibniz
to follow. Now, the exact mennlni,t of tho sc•mntl pn•mlst• Is not 1111-

mediately clear-not even from its own proof; but it is quite plain that,
whatever it means, it cannot j ustify an inference from Galilean to "general" relativity. A possible clue comes from a number of passages-in the
Dynamica and in othe r writings-in which Leibniz asserts the nonexistence in the world of any true "solidity" or "cohesion," or anything in the
nature of a real "cord" or "string." For he says, in several of these places,
that if there were any such bond it would not be true that all motions are
composed of uniform rectilinear ones: rather, there would be real circular
motions. On the other hand, be says, in actuality all cohesion results from
the "crowding in" of particles by an ambient medium; and when a body
rotates, its particles not only strive to go off on the tangent, but actually
begin to go off, and are then turned aside by the medium . Whether
Leibniz means this "begin" in the sense of a minute flnite segment, or of
some kind of infinitesimal, seems uncertain; but in any case it is plausible
to conclude that, in saying that all motions are composed of uniform
rectilinear ones, Leibniz essentially means that all interactions are by
impact; and this at least would justify the inference from impact to interaction in general.
Leibniz's second proof makes no appeal to any previous dynamical
result at all. It rests upon the claim that a motion by its nature consists in
nothing but a change in the geometric relations of bodies; hence "hypotheses" describing the same antecedent re lative motions of the bodies are
indistinguishable, and their results must be likewise indistinguishable.
This does certainly look like an argument for a gene ral principle of relativity. Of course, the argument is philosophical, not dynamical: that is, if one
accepts it, one accepts a constraint or condition of acceptability for any
proposed system of dynamics. Does Leibniz's own dynamics satisfy this
constraint? Of course it does not! It is in fact very hard to conceive what
the structure of a dynamical theory satisfying this constraint could be like.
Let me try to be precise about the difficulty.
We may start from spaee-time-its stmcture and its automorphisms.
Clearly, for Leibniz, simultaneity ("coexistence'/ has objective meaning;
so. we may assume, does ratio of time-intervals; and I have already remarked that the Euclidean structure on space at each instant is to be
presupposed . Leibniz's claim about the pure ly relative nature of motion
seems to imply that this is all the objective structure there is; although I
think we mny concede (without now questioning its grounds) the diff crenti<ible strncture of spuce-time ns well . Now consider any smooth map
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of space-time onto itself that preseives simultaneity and ratio of timeinteivals. and that restricts, on each instantaneous space, to a Euclidean
automorphism. 3 Such a map is an automorphism of the entire Leibnizian
structure , and should therefore be a symmetry of the dynamics: i.e.,
should carry dynamically possible systems of world-lines to dynamically
possible systems of world-lines. This immediately leads to the crucial
d ifficu lty: take any time-interval [t 1• t 2 ) , and any time t outside this interval; then there exists a mapping of the sort described that is the identity
map within [t, . t 2) but not at t . It follows that the dynamics cannot be such
as to detennine systems of world-lines on the basis of initial data (for the
automorphism just characterized preserves all data during a whole timeinterval-which may even be supposed to be infimte in one direction, say
to include .. the whole past"-but changes world-lines outside that interval). It must not be thought that this argument demonstrates the impossibility of a deterministic Leibnizian dynamics; the situation is, rather, that
all of the systems of world-lines that arise from one anothe r b y automorphisms have to be regarded as objectively equivalent (i.e., as representing
what is physically one and the same actual history). But the argument
does show that a Le ibnizian dynamics cannot take the form of a system of
"differential equations of motion.'' for such equations precisely do determine the world-lines from initial data. Or to put what is essentially the
same point in a more sophisticated way: in Leibnizian space-time the
"phase," or instantaneous state of motion, of a system of particles cannot
be represented by an assignment of 4-vectors to the world-points of the
particles at that instant. In short, the basic conceptual apparatus for a
cogent formulation of a dynamics satisfying this version of "Leibnizian
relativity" would have to be significantly different from the st ructural
framework we are used to. So far as I know, the appropriate concepts have
neve r been defined. The principles of his dynamics, as Leibniz actually
formulates them , uncritically employ the standard kinematical notions;
Leibniz not only states that a moving body tends to continue its motion
unifonnly in a straight line , bu t emphatically declares that for a body free
from contact with othe rs to move continually in a circle would be a mimcle, because contrary to the nature of body. It follows that i11 his ,,cie11tific
practice Leibniz treats the distinction between uniform rect ilinear motions and all other mot ions as a v1•r11 c11 11 s 11 . and so pn·s11ppost•s- i11
,-onA ict with al l<•ast so111t• of his stnll'1111'11ls of prindpl... anti with 1111·
11s11al inlt•rprc•talion of his vi 1•\\H~
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structure that supports this distinction.• (According to Reichenbach,
Leibniz regarded the inertial structure of the world as the result of an
inte raction of bodies with the ethe r, and he cites as evidence Leibniz's
discussion of rotation in the DynamiClt. That suggestion is really not coherent: th e ether. for Le ibniz. acts dynamically; hence its actions themselves involve the inertial structure. And of the passage in the Dyna mica,
al thoug~ it is very obscure and would call for a much fu ller discussion than
I can give he re , one thing at least is plain: the effect it attributes to the
ether is not any inertial behavior of bodies. but their cohesion.)'

II
Not only in contrast with Leibniz's obscu rity, but by any standard. the
dynamical writings of H uygens are models of clarity. In these writings,
from quite an early date, relativistic considerations play a major role-most notably in his work on impact. whe re the principle of Galilean relativity is stated as one of the axioms and employed to far- reaching effect. As to
the philosophical question of the natu re of motion. we have, for instance.
this statement. in August 1669: "According to me rest and motion can
only be considered relatively. and the same body that one calls at rest
with respect to certain bod ies may be said to move with respect to others;
and [I say) even [that] there is no more reality of motion in the one than in
the other."• Again . at about the same time. he wrote that "the motion of a
body may be at the same time truly equal and t ruly accelerated according
as one refers its motion to other different bodies."' This statement clearly
asserts the relativity of acceleration, as well as that of uniform motion.
But one must ask: what did Huygens mean by the relativity of acceleration? In his treatise on centrifugal force. Huygens calculates the tension of
a ,-ord by which a body is held at the edge of a rotating disk, by imagining
an observe r fi xed to the disk and holding the cord . He remarks that if the
l'ord were cut the body would move off with uniform velocity on the
lanJ(cnt. and calculates from this the trajectory as it would appear to the
olos"rvcr on the disk: th is tmjectnry. one easily sees, is the involute of the
t·in·k houndinl( the d isk. cl cscrihed hy 1111ifon11 unwinding; and Huygens
shows that tl1t· involute, so descrihcd. leaves the d isk al right angles, with
" vl'lnt"it y of Zl'ro al th .. initial pninl and initial acceleration v2 /r (v being
tilt' dn:11111ft·n· nlial v1•lc>eily of tlw rotatinl( d isk. r its radius). He con1.Jud..s thnl tlw lt-nsion of 1111· m n l that pn·v.. nls this accd1•ratio11 must be
llw
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which it would otherwise slide with the same acceleration. This beautiful
argument- which implicitly exhibits, in the later parts of the trajectory of
the body, the effect not only of centrifugal but of Coriolis force-may be
considered an application of the relativistic idea j ust quoted: the same
body is in the one sense in uniform motion on the tangent, and. at the
same time, in the other sense. accelerating from rest to traverse its curved
path . But this species of relativistic consideration is not an example of the
"equivalence of hypotheses," or invariance of the laws of nature. And
H uygens seems to have been quite clear about this; for in one of his notes
fro m nearly the same time as our passage on the relativity of acceleration
we fi nd this: "Straight motion is only re lative among several bodies, circular motion is another matter and has its Kpirrip iov which the straight does
not have at all. "
This last statement expresses a view which. in the joint opinions of
H uygens and Leibniz- in their correspondence in 1694-agrees with that
of Newton in the Pr i ncipia. 8 (Jn his Dynamica, by the way, Leibniz enigmatically remarks that that view would be right if the re were any real
solidity or real cords in nature.) But H uygens and Leibniz also agree, in
that exchange. that the view in question. which H uygens himself had long
held, is wrong; and Huygens says that he has only recently- within two or
three years-arrived at a more correct understanding of the matter. 9
What this more correct unde rstanding was cannot be inferred from the
correspondence. In particular, Huygens makes no explicit reference
there-as Leibniz does-to the "equivalence of hypotheses." But there is
a set of late manuscript notes by H uygens on the nature of motion that
shed some ligh t on the q uestion. Unfortunately. there is a problem of
dates that creates some uncertainty whether we do have here Hu ygens's
fi nal view: tl1at, from the state me nt to Leibniz, should date from around
1691, whereas the position described in the manuscripts seems to go back
th ree years further, to 1688. 10 On the other hand. Huygens re marks more
than once in these fragmen ts that he "had long conside red that we have in
circular motion a KPLT'T/PLOV of true motion from centrifugal force." but
considers so no longer; and this appears to be just the change of view he
avows to Leibniz. Jn any case, what H uygens says in th ese seve 1~1 I notes
amou nts to the following: OnliJ relative. not absolute. motion is 1·eal: 11111
there can be relative motion witli no clwnge in the relativl' J1ositim1s 11}'
bodies. In particu lar. he says. this i., th<' case in a ri).(id rotation: all
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distances ar e preserved , and yet, e.g., the opposite ends of a diameter are
in relative motion.
At fi rst sight, this seems a very lame and disappointing argument; even
a naive blunder , confusing the proper concept of rela3lve motion-as, say,
change of coordinates with respect to a system of reference (or, more
gene rally and more fundamentally, as change of geometrical relations}-with that of velocity difference. And J th ink this impression is not entirely
wrong: insofar, namely, as Huygens believes that his new analysis squares
with the ep istemological argument for relativity of motion- the argume nt
that the empirical content of the concept of motion can extend no fu rther
than to change of observed, hence re lative, position. 11 Bu t there is
anothe r asp ect to Huygens's analysis, wh ich seems to me to show
re markable-and instructive-insigh t.
Jn discussing how circular mo tion is known- is r ecogni zed in
exp erience-Huygens says there are two ways. First, "by refe re nce to
bodies that are round about and relatively at rest among themselves and
free"; and he adds that this is the case with the 11 xed stars-"unless they
are fastene d to a solid sphe re as .some used to believe"-so we know from
observation of the stars that the earth rotates. Second, even if the re are no
such surrounding bodies, circular motion can be known by the centrifugal
projection of bodies-as, he remarks, the observations of the behavior of
pendulum clocks on voyages have revealed that "the earth Aings bodies
harder near the equator ." We see, then, that no purist dogma is here
maintained by him, that motion can " mean" only change of observed
position; rather, the concept of motion is allowed to claim , as "empirical
content," whatever accrues to it by virtue of the application to experience
of a theory in which it appears. We also see that Huygens has by no means
embraced the eq uivalence of the Copernican and Tychonian hypotheses,
and by no means abandoned centrifugal force as a criterion of circular
motion . But then , in what has his view changed at all? Is not the discussion just reviewed of criteria of the earth's rotation exceedingly close to
the discussion in Newton's scholiu m on space, time. place, and motion?
The answe r is yes, the parallel between the two discussions is very
dose. The re is only one differe nce: Newton believes that the circu mstances reviewed p rove th e need for a concept of absolute place and
11 /Jso/1111• 11111/ imi. I l11yge11s says this is not so; he says that although centril'ugal forl'I' is a crilt'1io11 ol' d reular motion. circular motion itself is not a
~)
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crite rion of "absolute" motion, in the sense of change of absolute place.
Indeed, the concept of absolute motion, or absolute velocity, Huygens
dismisses as a "chime ra"; but he admits the objective signifi cance of what
he calls " relative motion," which amounts to (absolute) diH"erence-ofvelocities, even though this may be attended b y no change in the relative
positions of bodies. This, as we can see very clearly today, is precisely the
right conclusion about the structure of the world as it is represented in
Newtonian dynamics. In Newtonian space-time, a state of unifo rm motion
is represented by a (non spatial) direction in space-time; and all such directions are equivalent: for any two, there is an automorphism of space-time
talcing the one to the othe r; there is no "absolute motion" or "absolute
rest." But a pair of such states, or directions , have what is analogous to an
angle between the m, and this can be measured by a (spatial) vector, the
"velocity-difference." Of course ne ither Newton nor Huygens had available the mathematical language to express this as l have just done. It
seems to me quite re markably pene trating ~f Huygens to have grasped,
and expressed in the language available to him (in which it sounds
paradoxical), the heart of the matter: velocity a "chimera," velocitydifference real. And I think bis insight not only remarkable, but instructive, when one conside rs how he a rrived at it: not by standing upon
philosophical dogmas, whe ther empiricist or metaphysical, about admissible concepts and theories; but by considering, for a theory known to
have fruitful application, exactly how its concepts bear upon expe rience.

perceived affinity of views. But Newton did not revise his opinion, and
Huygens on this point stands alone until the threshold of the twentieth
century. 12

I said at the outset that Newton was a hero of the story. Clearly
Huygens merits consideration: on the issue of the space-time structure of
the world. I think he does see farthe r than ewton. Not that the distance
between them is so very great: we know that Huygens had he ld Newton's
view; we have seen how closely his late discussion parallels part of Newton's scholium . In point of fact. that late discussion of H uygens's was
directly stimulated by Newton's Principia. In the latter. too. we fi nd a
clear statement of th e principle of Galilean relativity for dynamical
syste ms-and from this it follows, if we regard dynamics as the fu ndamental theory of physical inte ractions. that neither absolute place nor absolute
motion is a vera ctiusc1. So when 1-1 uygens tells Le ibniz that lw is <'ag1·r to
see whether Newton will not revise his vit•ws on motion in a llt'W t•dition
of th1• Pl'i11ci]lifl . wt• can takt· this as a n ·aso11ahl1· 1·~ p t·t'l:tlirn1 hasc·cl 11po11 a

I do not, of course, wish to have my use of the word "hero" talcen
seriously; nonetheless, I do intend a serious point in continuing to sing
Ne wton's special praise as a philosopher- and the point concerns the twin
issues of "structure" and "knowledge-source." Newton has ofte n been
represent~d as rathe r crude in his philosophical views: his epistemology a
crude empiricism; his metaphysics dogmatic and crudely realistic (with
theological overtones); the episte mology and the metaphysics unresolved ly in compatible with one another. I believe this to be an erroneous
representation , and have attempted on previous occasions to offer correctives. 13 What I wish to e mphasize at present is that Newton's empiricism
was indeed a radical one: he conside red all knowledge of the world to be
grounded in, and in principle corrigible by, expe rience. Thus he presents
the laws of motion as proposi tions long accepted, and "confirmed by
abundance of experiments"; he te lls us that geometry itself is "founded in
mechanical practice"; and when he offers theological remarks, he claims
!Or them no a priori metaphysical status, and no sort whatever of justificatory force to g round propositions of natural science-quite the conln\ry, he concludes one set of such remarks with the words, "And thus
mucl1 concerning God; to discourse of whom from the appearances of
things. does certainly belong to Natural Philosophy."
What has made this radical empiricism appear crude and shallow is. r
think. Newton's fai lure to discuss in detail the methods by which claims to
knowledge are to be e mpirically grounded and tested, or the difficulties
111111 are faced by an e mpirical "justifi cation" of knowledge. Yet he does
t11kt: up both these issues, in several brief but pregnant passages. On the
first. for instance, the " Rules of Philosophizing" in Book III of the Prinl'i11i11. although they are certainly not defi nitively satisfying, do constitute
11 s11hslantial statement; and they have the inestimable virtue of be ing
1111111cdiately put into detailed application. in an argument upon which
tl1 t·y p rovide a co mm e nta ry. and which provides a s ubstantia l
1·x1•111 plifl calion-and thns data for the expl ication-<Jf the m in tum. On
1111· s1•1.m1d i ss u1.~th l' tliffic11/ties of empirical justification- we have such
11 (lt·rsc) stalc111c nt as this in the Opticks : "[A)lthough the arguing from
l•:xpl'l'i 111c11ls uncl Ohsl'1valio11s hy Induction be no Demonstration of
1ot1·11t·rnl Co11d11sioos; yt'I ii is th.. ht•sl way of al')~11i11g which the Nature of
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Things admits of. . . . " This antedates Hume. But Hume's criticjlle of
induction is in effect an explication of Newton's first clause; and all attacks
upon Hume's problem are in effect attempts to explicate the second. The
statement itself, once again, does notfinally satisfy; yet I do not think it
unreasonable to call it farseeing and remarkably balanced-or deep and
clear.
But, as I have already suggested, the aspect of Newton's empiricism
that I consider most remarkable and most philosophically me ritoribus is
its dialectical relationship to his views about the fundamental structure of
the world. The notion of such a structure he took very seriously indeed;
and he put forward, for the guidance of physical investigation, a general
conception of the kind of structure to be sought-a general program for
physical theory or explanation. Huygens and Leibniz, too, had such conceptions or programs- closely similar to one another, since they were
variants of the prevalent view of the time, that all physical action is
" mechanical" action by contact, through pressure or impact. Leibniz considers this conception to be a necessary consequence of the nature of
body; •• and Huygens repeatedly refers to it as defining aur only hope to
ttchieoe understanding in physics. 15 Both Huygens and Leibniz rejected
universal gravitation-that most famous of oerae causae discovered by
Newton-because they saw no way to accommodate it to their gene ral
conceptions of physical action : "[I]t cannot," says Leibniz, "be explained
by the nature of bodies." 18 This mode· of argument-the dogmatic refutative use, against a proposed theory, of structural or "metaphysical''
preconceptions-is precisely what Newton objects to in his well-known
deprecation of the appeal to "hypotheses" in expe rimental philosophy.
Just because experience is (on the one hand) our only authoritative guide,
and cannot (on the other hand) demonstratively establish general conclusions. we must always be prepared to modify any conclusion, including
our most general .conceptions about the structure of the world. In a certain sense. this methodological principle plays, for Newton, a role analogous to that of the structural principle of mechanical causation for
Huygens: it is the basis of all our hopes for understanding in natural
philosophy. To violate it-to "evade the argument of induction by
hypotheses"- is to risk the stultification of inquiry. 17 I believe the case
can be made. in historical detail. that Newton was in practice consistently
faithfu l to this principle: that in ull the controversies he engaged in. he
neoer 111"/!.tll'd 11/!.llirul a rival physiml theory on the /!,ronnds of what ~~mid

be called a "hypothesis." 18 And his expositions of his own deepest physical conceptions are a lso characteristically in the spirit of the same
methodological principle. I shall return to this point later, and shall cite
two examples.

I am not, of course. suggesting that Kant's reading of Newton is to be
t11k1·11 as necessarily L~>rrcct-a n y more than my own is necessarily so; yet
I lhink that Kant's words. written within sixty years of Newton's, carry
"'""' l"'"·"'nsivc fi1rc1'. Unt to put my point aho11t interpretation and
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IV
Before advancing now from the seve nteenth to the nineteenth century,
I should like to make one slight remark about Newton and space-time-a
remark that really bears more upon the technique of historical interpretation than upon Newton's theory. I have found that some historians are
suspicious of the very use of a term like "space-time" in explicating Newton's thought, on the grounds that such a use is anachronistic. On one
occasion, I cited a statement made by Newton in one of his most
metaphysical-theological passages: "Since every particle of space is alw11ys, and every indivisible mome nt of duration is eoery where, certainly
!he Maker and Lord of all things cannot be neoer and no where"; and I
suggested that to say that every particle of space is always and every
moment of duration is eoerywhere is exactly to identify the "particles of
' J>ace" or points with certain one-dimensional submanifolds of spacelime, and the "moments of duration" or instants with certain threetlimensional slices or submanifolds. The suggestion was considered ex!mvagant. It was, therefore, with a certain shock of delight that I recently
noticed exactly the same reading of the same passage by no less a figure
lhan Kant-to suspect whom of harboring such a notion as space-time
111i/!,ht otherwise itself seem anachronistic. The Kantian statement occurs
111 a footnote in section 14 of Kant's inaugural dissertation (a footnote, by
lhe way. to the striking remark that simultaneity is the most important
1·1111cept fo llowing from that of time). In the midst of this note. Kant says:
Although time is of only one dimension, yet the ubiquity of time (to speak
with Newton) . . . adds to the quantum of what is actual another dime n'ion . . . . For if one designates time by a straight line produced to
lnfi11ity. and the simultaneous in any point of time by ordinate lines, the
" n·liu..~! so gene rated will represent the phenomenal world, in respect of
' "hstance as well as accidents.

1/1111>(11'" .'ilt'i11

anachronism in a general for m. it is this : For the 11vni<la11c1· of m111d1ronism, it is neither necessary nor s11fficie11/. to reshict 011e's conceptual
vocabulary to that of the period under d iscussion. To impose such a
restriction is to inhibit flexibility of thought without any important compensating guarantee against error. It is an inte llectual stratagem analogous to that of the shallow empiricism in science. that seeks security in
rules for the construction of concepts, and achieves only a hobbling of
theory.

SO~ ll·:
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In Mach, of course, we have a classic case of this abusive empiricism. It
is a case that also exemplifies a characteristic te ndency, a 'kind of Nemesis,
of what we might call "hypercritical" philosophic theories-theories that
lay down methodological standards or criteria which are actually impossible to practice. The tendency is to lose, at crucial j unctures, basic critical
control of the conceptual process. Such critical fai lure is to be seen in
Mach whenever he engages on phenomenalistic grounds in polemic
agai nst a ph ys ical theory. For instance, Mach's opposition to the
ki net k~molecu lar theory is based upon the fact that, as he puts it. atoms
are "mental artifices." But what about perfectly ordinary objects? "Ordinary matter," Mach says, is a "highly natural, unconsciously constructed
mental symbol for a relatively stable complex of sensational elements";
the only distinction he finds to the d isadvantage of atoms is that of the
" natural unconscious construction" versus the "artificial hypothetical"
one. ' 9 To conclude; as Mach does, on the basis of this distinction, that
atomic theories should eventually be replaced by some "more naturally
attained" substitute 20 is very strange: not only is the argument at right
angles to Mach's view of the "economic" objective of science, it actually
accords a preference to the instinctive and unconscious over the conceptual and deliberate mental processes. And it in no way makes philosophically plausible the claim that atoms are more "artificial" than, for example,
thermodynamic potentials.
In Mach's discussion of the issues of space, time, and motion, such loss
of critical control occurs in an especially acute form. Let us consider
Mach's critique of Newton's inference from the water-bucket experiment.
Newton laid stress upon four stages of the experiment: two in which the
rotational velocity of the water relative to the bucket was zero, and two
others in which it was maximal. In each of these pairs, there was a case in

which 11 ... water surface was plane. and a case in which it was concave:
namely. whenever the water was at rest relative to the earth its surface
was plane . and whenever it was rotating re lative to the earth its surface
was concave. Newton argued that these observations indicate that not
relative but absolute rotation is responsible for the dynamical phenomenon.
Pri ma facic. one may wonder why Newton put such stress on the
relative motion of the water with respect to the bucket: do not the observed !'acts of the experiment naturally suggest that rotation with respect
to the l'arth is the relevant circumstance? The commentators with whom I
am a~~ 1uai n ted have fai led to notice that Newton's e mphasis here is motivated. 1111t by a mistaken estimate of the demonstrative force of this argument. hu t by a dialectical e nagagemen t with Descartes's theory of
motion- according to which, as it is presented in Descartes's Principia
Philosopliiae. the "true" or "absolute" motion of a body is that relative to
the hodi1•s immediately touching the given one. This notion the bucket
experi rncnt quite convincingly shows not to be the appropriate one to
serv1· as the basis for dynamical theory. On the othe r hand , the q uestion
remains: does the bucket experiment show that dynamics requires an
"absolute" notion of rotation? What rules out rotation relative to the earth
as the appropriate fundamental concept?
Now. it is really quite plain that the bucket experiment does not establish this point. Yet this question , a natural one not only from Mach's point
of view but intrinsically, is not the question Mach raises: he proceeds at
once to the stars: "Try to fix Newton's bucke t and rotate the heaven of
fixed stars and then prove the absence of centrifugal forces." But why the
fixed stars? Is this not- fro m the p he nomenali st p oint of view
especially-a very artificial view of the situation? (Doubtless the stars
were not visible at all to Newton during the experiment!) Mach says, in a
famous and true remark, that the world is given to us only once, and he
concludes that it is "not permitted to us to say how things would be" if
that world were other than it is; so, he says. we know only that centrifugal
forces accompany those states of motion which are rotations relative to the
fi xed stars. But Mach does not make it a general rule for science that in
every statement based upon experience the re should appear a List of all
the circumstances over which we have no control (the unjverse being
given only once), in order to avoid seeming to claim that we know that the
stateme nt would continue to be true even if these things were otherwise.
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Such a rule would not only grievously violate Mach's "economy of
thought," it would make science impossible. So, again: if we need not
bring the stars in everywhere, why he re? And why the stars rather than
the earth?
The answer to the second question is obvious: we know-essentially
from Newton's dynamical analysis of the solar system-that, although the
bucket experime nt is insuffici ently sensitive to show it, rotation relative to
the earth will not do as the basic dynamical concept; for the earth itself has
to be regarded as rotating. So Mach appeals to the stars because they
provide his only recourse: Mach's episte mology teaches him-or he
thinks it does-that the only differences among states of motion that can
be tak~n for verae causae are diffe rences among relative motions; and the
only relative motion he Ands that can be assigned responsibility for centrifugal force is that relative to the stars. This argument, however, is n~t
really e pistemological: it is metaphysical. and is quite akin to Mach s
rejection of atoms: namely, it is a rejection of the possible reality of certain
structures, although they are suggested by and serve for the systematic
characterization of phenomena, on the grounds that they are not in some
sense properly constituted out of phenomenal "elements. "
But Mach's confusion on this issue can be documented more fu lly, and
not just in the philosophy but in the physics. One avenue of approach to
the point is this : Mach says that we are "not permitted to say" how things
would be if the universe were differently arranged. But scientific theories
ordinarily do permit all sorts of inferences about situations different from
the actual one. Does Mach have a way to formulate a theory of motion that
will not permit such infere nces? More especially, does he have a dynamical theory that e rases the distinction between a rotating universe and a
nonrotating one? Or, again-to put the same question another way-it is
agreed that we have ei>idence, within the frame of Newton's theory, that
the earth is in rotation; does Mach exclude the possibility of Anding
analogous evidence about the system of the visible stars and galaxies?
To the first , most general question, the answer is a simple negative:
Mach suggests no way to forrnulate a theory in which infere nces about
states contrary to fact cannot be made; and the very idea seems to contradict our usual notion of what we mean by a "theory." But on the more
sp ecial issues about motion and the stars. the situation is more compli-.
cated. It has not. so far as I know. heen noticed that in his discussion of
Newton's the ory of motion in Tlw Sd1' 111·1• o{ M1•t·l11111ir"'· in tlir spa~•· of

Iii

about four pages, Macl1 ske tches or suggests three entirely different physical theories, each of which puts the subject on a footing satisfactory to
him, but which are (as he does not seem to realize) quite incompatible
with one another.
The most elaborately presented of these three theories, and the least
satisfying, is essentially an attempt to make precise and general the idea of
taking the cosmic masses as dell ning the basic dynamical refe re nce frame.
I shall not attempt to present tl1is Machian theory, which is given in chap.
ii, sec. vi, parag. 7 of the book, in any formal detail, but shall only
comment upon the trouble with it. Mach 's formulation is sketchy and
loose, and his exact meaning a little hard to determine. The basic idea,
however, is, not to refe r explicitly to the Axed stars (or galaxies), but just
tu take successive determinations of the average relative positions and
111otions of all the surrounding bodies over various solid angles and out to
increasingly great distances, and to use the limits of sequences so oblaincd to define tl1e dynamical variables. 21 Difficulties of formulation
aside. this strategy has a quite basic defect. First, it cannot be made
~· ·ucral: that the sequences involved converge. and that the limits taken
111 different directions flt togeth er into a coherent geometrical and
~ i 11 c matical framework, are special assumptions about the cosmic geog1apliy. If these assumptions fai l, the theory just collapses. Second, the
' t"·dal assumptions involved, since they are cosmological (or cosmo~· aph ic). go far beyond anything for which convincing e mpirical evide nce
" available. Finally, the theory really rests upon the assumption that
o·wtonian dynamics itself is correct; it is e ntirely parasitic upon the latter
llwnry. and is merely an attempt to reformulate it in a way that refers only
In 11·lativc motion. Since the device by which this is to be accomplished is
11,,. w11· I have described-in effect. the positing and the n the exploita111111 111' a very special cosmic geography- the theory does indeed imply
li lll l llu·n· is no difference between a universe globally at rest and a
111 l 11 l i11~ one; hut this is achieved, not through any theory of inertial
• I 1111'1111·1· as an e ffect of interaction, but only by the special assumptions I
'"" ,. 11u•11tio11ed-which arc tantamount, so far as this question is con',., ,,,.d 1111d frorn the wider Newtonian point of view, to the mere arbitrary
'"' 1"'11111 of' a11 avcraj.(c rotation of the universe from the range of envisnw •il 1111"iliiliti l'S. It is hard to sec in this theory propounded by Mach an
''" ''"fllifimtio11 ol' a11yt lii11~ like what has subsequently been discussed
11111 11 ·1 1111· r11liri<· ol"" Mad1's l'ri11dple." A11d . what is ironical above all, in
17
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the interest of purging Newtonian dynamics of an allegedly nonempirical
component, Mach has been led to put forward a theory which must be
regarded as on an empirically weaker footing than Newton's own-since
Mach's theory is equivalent to the conjunction of Newton's and of special
cosmological assumptions. In short, I submit that this is a clear case of
ideology out of control.
But in quite sharp contrast to the foregoing theory is a recurring remark
of Mach's, to the effect that the true and complete principle of inertial
reference systems is contained in Newton's fifth Corollary to the Laws of
Motion-Le., the principle of Galilean re lativity. 22 This remark is a little
vague; but it clearly represents a very different point of view from the one
I have just been discussing- in particular, it makes no reference to the
cosmic masses, and is perfectly compatible with a Newtonian rotational
state for these (or, for that matter, with there being no global steady state
at all). The most natural interpretation of this Machian view is the following: The laws of mechanics are to be construed as asserting that the relationships they express hold for some kinematical reference frame; Corollary V tells us how all such frames may be obtained from any one of them;
beyond this, no identifying or "individuating" mark of a distinguished
reference system is given. 23 This point of view is precisely the appropriate
one for Newtonian dynamics; and it rests, as Mach entirely fails to notice,
not indeed upon absolute space, but nonetheless upon "absolute uniform
motion" as a vera causa- not explicated through phenomena of relative
motion.
Mach's third theory-or rather suggestion; for it does not amount to a
theory, or even to the sketch of a theory- is presented in a series of
detached remarks, all of which point out not only that (according to
Mach's general caveat) we have no way of knowing, and ought not to
presume, how things would be if the universe were differently arranged,
but that, positively, we must be prepared for possible surprises in novel
circumstances. The most striking remark of this sort is the famous one in
which Mach says we cannot know how the bucket experiment would turn
out if the sides of the bucket were several leagues thick.24 This is a very
different thing from the analogous comment about putting the stars into
rotation about the bucket-because in this case, unlike the one of the
stars, we are not obviously beyond the hope of obtaining information to
decide the issue. So this third point of view. in contrast to the othPr two,
raises the prospect of a rwssihle 1·1·oisio11 of phys ical tlu·ory, on tlu· basis of'

new discoveries; although it neither suggests the actual content of a revised theory, nor in any way provides evidence for the belief that new
discoveries will in fact lead to revision: it simply points out the possibility
that this may happen. What has made it appear to readers of Mach (most
notably, to Einstein) that evidence has been given that it is somehow
"right" or "desirable" for a rotating hollow mass to induce centrifugal
forces on stationary bodies inside it, is the occurrence of this suggestive
physical speculation in the confused context of the conflated epistemology
and metaphysics I have just been describing.
Jn summary, then: of the three views, the first implies that there is no
difference between rotation of the stars about the earth and rotation of the
1·arth beneath the stars. It is equivalent to the statement that the u_niverse
is Newtonian, with th e stars, on the average, in an inertial state; and
would be defeated by evidence against this assertion. The second implies
that there is a diffe rence between those two cases, and leaves the issue of
rotation of the stars open to empirical investigation. The third suggests
that there may be no difference between the two cases, because moving
111asses may induce "inertial" effects. This is of course the suggestion that
caught the imagination of Einstein.
In connection with the second of the Machian positions we have considered, a question arises: Why does Mach single out Newton's fifth
( :orollary for praise? The sixth Corollary to the Laws ot Motion goes
further: it states that the internal motions of a system of bodies are unaff( ·cted by any accelerated motion shared by the bodies of the system. Why
does Mach not take this up, as a more far-reaching embodiment of the
wl e relevance of relative motion? I am unable to answer this- unless by
•Thoing Mach's own phrase about Newton, that he "was correctly led by
111<• tact of the natural investigator" (or of the good interpreter). For
despite Corollary VI , absolute acceleration is in Newton's theory a vera
n111s11. But how is it so, despite Corollary VI? A superficial answer is that,
fi1r Newton, an acceleration requires a force to produce it, and conversely
:111 unbalanced force requires an acceleration. To this, the proper objec1io11 can be made that Newton's dynamics gives us no independent general
ni le rion of the presence or absence of force; thus it is merely glib to cite
lorn· as "the criterion" of <~ccel eration. The solution of the puzzle, howc·vl'r, is the following: Newton indeed does not provide us with what a
1111'iv1· 1•111piricis111 11S1·d l'O demand- something lih• an "operational definilin11 " of' lcin·p or of' acc1·INalio11. But his dy11a111ics imposes upon dynami-
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cal systems the general condition that all the forces in such a system occur
in action..,.eaction pairs. A shared acceleration. common to all the bodies
of a system, cannot come from such forces: ii can come, if at all, only from
some source outside the system in question. Thus Newton's theory affords
a way of assigning kinematical s tates up to a Galilean transformation , on
condition that one has succeeded in accounting completely for the relative
motions by a system of action-reaction 7111irs, and on the further condition
that the re is no reason to suspect the syste m in question lo be subject to
an outside influence imparting eq ual accelerations to all its members.
ewton had the good luck to find such a system: namely, the solar system;
and the skill to effect its thorough dynamical explication. That explication
is the exp licit basis upon which Newton rests his determination of the
"tm e" or "absolute" mot ions_.. Mach , when he places his emphasis upon
the fi xed stars as reference bodies. has failed to notice that th is choice in
no way suffi ces to decide-on the basis of seventeenth-century datawhethe r the ea rth's center, or the sun's. or some other point. is to be
described as fixed ; 26 ewton . h owever, was in a position to assert that
neither earth nor sun can be at rest, but that the center of mass of the solar
system-which is never far from the sun-is "either at rest or moving
unifonn ly in a right line." 27
ewton's Corollary VI, however, is not in the Principia for mere ornament. Newton needs it to establish that. to a first ap proximation. the
system of a planet and its sate llites can be treated as an isolated gravitating
system if one ignores the shared orbital motion around the sun. Thus we
have a case-treat ing the sun's gravitational field in the region of the
syste m in question as essentially homogeneous-of what Einstein was to
call the "principle of equivalence." Indeed , Newton's sixth Corollary
(which deals with a homogeneous field of accele ration), and Huygens's
discussion of centrifugal force (which d eals with an inhomogeneous one).
together adumbrate the principle, exploited so fmitfully by Einstein. that
the dynamical states and behavior of bodies in no way distinguish between, on the one hand, a certain kinematical s tate, and. on the other. a
second kine matical state implying the same distances and rates of' ch;mge
of distance, together with a suitable applied field of force. It is a little
surprising that Mach, with his relativistic view of motion and his interest
in seventeentl1-century mechanics. did not at all notict> these t h i11~s.
I said. however. at the outset. that my s tory l"L' no villai11s; a11cl I
particu larly do not wish lo ~iv1• th1· i111pn·ssi1111 nf 11si 11~ Madi as a

whipping-boy. I believe he d eserves better. I do think that his epistemology was faulty, and h is application of it confused . But-despite what I
have earlier characterized as .. ideology"- the honesty of his mind seems
to me beyond dispute; his critique of basic concepts, however defective.
has been s timulating for philosoph ical analysis. for historical interpretation. and- not least-for physical th eory; and th e same can be said of the
sheer physical speculation which . in the guise of clitique , appears in his
suggestion that a whirling container might induce a field of centrifugal
force. I should like to close this lengthy and rather critical section on
Mach with two quotations that s hould leave a pleasanter flavor. T he fi rst is
from Einstein: "I see Mach's g reatness.'' he wrote , "in his incorntptible
,kepticism and independence." The second is from Mach . commenting
upon experiments designed lo detect possible induced centrifugal force
fi elds (about which he was in fact' q uite skeptic-al): .. [W)e must not.'' he
said ... unde restimate even experimental ideas like those of Friedlander
a11d Foppl. even if we do not yet see any immediate result from them.
Although the inves tigator gropes with joy after what he can immediately
n ·ach . a glance from time lo time into the depths of what is uninvestigated
mnnot hurt him ."
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I shall have to abbreviate my discussion of Helmholtz and Riemann; let
11w try to reduce it to bare essentials. He lmholtz was evidently led to
questions about the foundations of geomet ry by way of his studies in the
physiology of visual perception . and the associated questions about the
~.. nesis of our perceptions and conceptions of space; and then he was
further s timulated by the posthumous publication, in 1867, of Riemann's
1/11/Jilitationsvortrag. 2 • T he work that resulted was of s ubs tantial
philosophical interest, and of rather deep mathematical interest. In its
latter aspect. as completed and improved some eighteen years late r by
Soplrns Lie. it led to the celebrated group-theoretical foundation of Eu..lidean and non-Euclidean geometry. H elmholtz's leading idea was that all
,,,,,. kllowlec/ge of space comes from observation of the properties of (appruxiniatcly) rigid lw1/il!s. and therefore that the general prope rties of
; pace should he dcd11cihle from the conditions that must be satisfi ed by
l1odics i11 motion if tlwy are to qualify as "rigid." These conditions can be
1·xpn·ss1·d n11>r<· advanta~1·011sl y in tc rins of the motions themselves, d i""·tly: that is- si""" I lt·l111l1olt,. ass11111cs that a11 y ri~id motion can be
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exte nded, conceptually. through all of space-as assumptions about the
group of those mappings of space upon itself that take each figure to a
congruent figure: the group of "congruence transformations. " The execution of this program led to a twofold result. in relation to the theory of
space presented in Riemann's essay: fi rst, the "Pythagorean" metric,
postulated by Riemann in an avowedly arbitrary way as just the firs t and
simplest case to consider. is derived by He lmholtz from his basic assumptions; second, Helmholtz is led to a far more drastic restriction: fo r of all
the structures that Riemann's theory allows, only those of uniform curvature satisfy Helmholtz's postulates. 29
Helmholtz's view of his contribution. in its relation to Riemann's
theory. is sharply expressed in the title of his basic paper: Riemann's
essay. of course. was called. "On the Hypotheses Which Lie at the Basis
of Geometry": Helmholtz's is. " On the Facts That Lie at the Basis of
Geometry." Riemann says. in his introduction. that the postulates of
Eucl idean geometry. as well as those of the (ordinary) non-Euclidean
geometries. are "not necessary, but only of empirical certainty- they are
hypotheses; one can thus investigate their probability-wh ich, of course,
within the limits of observation. is very great-and subsequently j udge
the reliability of their extension beyond the limits of observation, both on
the side of the immeasurably great and on the side of the immeasurably
small ." The implication of Helmholtz. in substituting "facts" for "hypotheses." is that by reducing the theory to its more fundamental presuppositions he had narrowed the range of open possibilities. and in particular
had eliminated the "hypothetical" character of the postulates of"Pythagorean" me tric and constant curvature .
Helmholtz. of course, was wrong. It is childishly easy-after the factto point out the source of error. It is true that we arrive a t our notions
about congruence. d istance. etc.• from manipulations and observations of
bodies; and that the general notions we form are connected with the
behavior of rigid bodies, which we do conceive as conforming to Helmholtz's postulates. Bu t it does not follow from this-either from the
psychological facts of the genesis of our spatial notions. or from tlw
math e matical relati onship of H e lmholtz's p os tulates to m e tric
geometry-that these postulates, or the geometry they e ntail. must hold
strictly in the world. It follows at most that th<'y hold in some s1·11s•·
"approximately" (as Hie mann suys: th1·y h:tv1· a liil(h d1•1(n'•' of ass11n·d111'ss
or probahility. within tll<' limits of 11lm·1vuli1111). Tiit' q1wsli1111 tlw11 aris..s.
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does it make sense to ask what the "exact" state of affairs is? One may
guess that He lmholtz thought something like this: that since the very
notion of length is based upon that of congruence, and congruence is
based upon the motion of rigid bodies, either the basic spatial re lationships of one of the geometries of constant curvature must hold, or
geometry will just b reak down altogether and our q uestion about the
"exact state of affairs" will be devoid of meaning.

VII
Riemann's Habilitationsvortrag is one of the most marvelous documents in the history of the human intellect. It is about fi fteen pages long;
contains almost no formulas; is singularly lucid, and yet so dense with
ideas that I am tempted to say that to understand it is to be a wise and a
learned man. It is primarily a work of mathematics, and the richness of
its mathematical content would me rit a very extensive commentary. But I
have to confl ne myself to two or three poin ts that bear upon physics and
the philosophy of physics; and I shall fi rst take up Riemann's discussion of
the matter just adumbrated in connection with Helmholtz. He re is what
he says-lightly paraphrased·:00
•
If one presupposes that bodies exist independe ntly of place, then the
measure of curvature is everywhe re constant [- this of course is Helmholtz's point of view] ; and it follows from the astronomical measure me nts that [that measure cannot be much different from zero). But if
such an independe nce of bodies from place does not obtain, then one
cannot infer the measure-relations in the infinitely small from those in the
large; in that case the measure of curvature can have an arbitrary value at
each point in three directions, if only the total curvature of every measurable part of space does not diffe r noticeably from zero. . . . Now the
<'mpirical concepts in which the spatial measure-dete rminations are
)(rounded-the concept of the solid body and of the light-ray-appear to
lose their validity in the infinitely small; it is therefore very well conceivahle that the measure-re lations of space in the inll nitely small are not in
a<.'COrd with the presuppositions of [ordinary] geometry-and one would
in fact have to adopt this assumption, as soon as the phenomena were
li111nd to admit of simple r explanation by this means.
Nolie<' that Hic mann has made a re mark that one would not have
t'X (H'Clcd l lclmlwltz. of all people. to ignore: our basic source of spatial
inli1nnatinn is not hod it•s on ly: lil(ht also plays a fundam ental role. But
hoth of tlll's1· physical strnct11r"s d11 in fact hn•ak down in the small. When
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Riemann says this about solid bodies, he undoubtedly has in mind the
atomic constitution of matte r-which he is thus not d isposed to dismiss as
an "artifice" or as irrelevant. When he says the same about the light-ray,
he is of course referring to diffraction. We know a great deal more now
about the breakdown of ordinary physical conceptions in the very small;
and clearly we have not yet learned all there is to know about it .
Riemann's statement of the case was quite remarkably on target. 31
But what about the objection that if tl1e empirical basis of our geometric
knowledge gives way. we are left with no sensible conceptions at all-no
concept of a st ructure to b e investigated?
Riemann's stand on this issue is the following-expressed by him in
almost lapidary p rose, without circu mlocution, with the greatest simplicity; yet, for some reason, apparently not often appreciated at its true
worth : Our conceptions about spatial st ructure, and most particularly
about st ruct ure in tlie small, are essentially bound up with our whole
theoretical understanding of physical interaction. "Upon the exactness
with which we pursue the phe nomena into the infi nitely small," he says,
"essentially rests our knowledge of their causal connection . . . . The
questions about the me asure-relations of space in the immeasurably small
therefore are not idle questions ." F rom t his position it follows, (1) that we
must not take a too narrow view of what empirical sources may be used to
obtain spatial information: if the ordinary sources of such information
b reak down in tl1e very small. this is an indication that we should be
prepared for something possibly quite new and surprising; and empirical
information bearing upon possible spatial revision may come from any
source relevant to fundamental physical theory itself. It also follows (2)
that it is appropriate to think of space in a way that has, after all, something in common with the point of view of Leibniz: not with the somewhat
rigid dogma that spatial properties are nothing but relations among
bodies, b ut with the broader view that our spatial notions, insofar as they
are brought to bear in p hysics, have the ir signifi cance only as structural
aspects of a more embracing structure: that of physical interaction itself.
This is how I understand one most important remark of Riemann's that
does seem to me obscurely ph rased: his famous statement that if "the
reality that lies at the basis of space" is not a discrete mani fold . thl'n "th"
ground of its measu re-relations must he soul(ht . . . in hindittl( fo rc(•s
that act upon it." Setting aside the i.'51tt' of d iscrr ll" v1·rs11s co11ti1111011s. tlw
essential point seems to m1• this: By " tlu· n·ality that 1111d1·.-li1·s spa(·t· ."·
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Riemann means that aspect of the real st ructure of the world which we
express in terms of spatial concepts . That the ground of the measurerelations is to be sought in binding forces exp resses partly the general
principle that the full p hysical meaning of the spatial st ruct ure comes
from its role in physical interaction , but also the more special point that
our ordinary middle-sized spatial knowledge does d erive from our exp erie nce of solid bodies, and tllat solid bodies /iaoe to be understood, on a
more fun damental view, as equilibrium configurations. T his is t he same
point that Einstein makes when he says that it is wrong, in a fundamental
sense, simply to postulate that objects of some kind "adjust" to the met ric
fi eld- that, roughly, the metric is what we read from meter-sticks-because how an object behaves in relation to the field ought to be derived
in the theory from the object's physical constitutior1. Notice that this
applies to Newtonian physics qui te as well as to any othe r; and nothing in
Hiemann's statement implies that it will in fact be necessary to give up
Newton's p hysics--he implies only that it may be necessary to do so.
This brings me to the third main conseq uence of Riemann's view. It is
that. since the possible sources of information that might bear upon spalial structure are as wid e as physics itself, one cannot hope to foresee in
dt'lail what will eventually prove relevant. What one can do-specifi cally.
what the mathema tician (I think one should say, the philosophical
111athematician) can do-is to explore as well as he can the conceptual
possibilities. H ere is how he puts it:
T he decision of these questions can only be found by p roceeding from
11 ,,. tmditional and emp irically confi rmed conception of the phenomena.
of which Newton has laid tl1e fou ndation. and gradually revising this,
driven by facts that do not admit of explanation by it; such investigations
·"· like that conducted here , proceed from general concepts. can serve
only to ensure that this work shall not be h indered by a narrowness of
m ttn·ptions. and that progress in the knowledge of the connections of
1lti11J(s shall not be hampered by t raditional prejud ices.

vm
1t is with th is last passal(c from Riemann that I should like to compare
llrn ,,r Nt•wton"s d1a ract('rizat ions of his own most basic physical results,
""d I tis progra m litr tlu· d(•Vt•lopm cnt of physics. The fi rst occurs near the
0·11d of the O plir·h. aft t·r a s11 rn111ary statc•nwnt of N.,-wton's li.mdamental
t•1111.-iplt•s: tht• laws of 11111ti1111 . and tlu· notion 11lji1ri-l's of 1111l 11re. among
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which he mentions "that of Gravity, and that which causes Fermentation,
and the Cohesion of Bodies." "These Principles," he says. "I consider, not
as occult Qua lities, . . . but as general Laws of Nature, . . . their
Truth appearing to us by Phaenomena, though their Causes be not yet
discover'd . For these are manifest Qualities. and their Causes only are
occult.. .. To tell us that every Species of Things is endow'd with an
occult specifick Quality by which it acts . . . is to te ll us nothing: But to
derive two or three gene ral Principles of Motion from Phaenomena, and
afterwards to tell us how the Properties and Actions of all corporeal
Things follow from these manifest Principles, would be a very great step
in Philosophy. though the Causes of those Pt inciples were not yet discover' d: And therefore I scruple not to propose the Principles of Motion
above-mentioned. they being of very general Extent, and leave their
Causes to be fou nd out."
The second Newtonian characte rization appears in the Preface to the
Principia. Having explained what the work-in particular, the third
book-accomplishes, namely th e establishment of the theory of gravity
and the derivation from it of "the motions of the Planets, the Comets. the
Moon. and the Sea," he contin ues thus: "I wish we could derive the rest
of the phaenomena of Nature by the same kind of reasoning from mechanical principles. For I am induced by many reasons to suspect that they
may all depend upon certain forces by which the particles of bodies, by
some causes hitherto unknown. are either mutually impelled towards
each other and cohere in regular figures, or are repelled and recede from
each other; which forces being unknown, Philosophers have hitherto attempted the search of Nature in vain. But I hope the principles here laid
down will afford some light e.ither to that, or some truer, method of
Philosophy."

toward science and its history. Of science, ii is the view that, through all
the complexities and perplexities of epistemological analysis. all of science
is most fruitfully thought of as having one great subject: the structure of
the natural world; that to understand a scientific theory is to understand
what it says about that structure; but that the touchstone of the genuineness of a structural claim is its connection with experience. Of the history
of science, my view is correspondingly old-fashioned: where some see
"incommensurable" theories, I see, from the seventeenth century up to
today. a p rofound community ofconcerns. and a progressive development
that has involved both cumulative growth and deepening structural understanding. It is partly a matter of emphasis. Einstein unquestionably
effected a conceptual revolution. Such a revolution-I will not say that it
was foreseen. but its possibility was foreseen by Riemann. And this work
of Riemann's and of Einstein's was entirely in the spirit of Newton's hopes
fo1· physics. Indeed. I doubt that a history of three hundred years has ever
more gloriously crowned the wishes of a man than the past three hundred
years have crowned the expressed hope of Newton: that his principles
might afford J>ome light, either to his own or some truer method of
Philosophy.

IX

Notes
I. The tenn r;era causa is to be taken here. not as bearing a technical sense. but rather as

prcsystematic (a "commonplace"). This tenn appears to have entered the literature on
'dcntific method in Newton's firsl " Rule of Philosophizing" (Principia. Book III): "We ought
lo admit no m ore causes of natural things. than such as are both true and sufficient to explain

lh t•ir phenomena. " Newton's phrase was taken up and commented upon. with animadver-

'inns variously favorable and unfavorable.

by (for example) \Vhewell.

Mill. and Peirce. The

w nse in which it has been generally understood is expressed as follows by Dewey (Logi~ the
'flwory of Inquiry [New York: H. Holt. 1938]. p. 3): "Whatever is offered as a hypothesis
must . . . be of the nature of a vera causa. Belng a vera Ct1u.sa does not mean, of course,
tlmt it is a true hypothesis, for if it were that, it would be more than a hypothesis. It means
1ha1 whatever is offered as the ground of a theory must possess the property of verifiable
1•xiiilence in some domain. . . . Jt has no standing if it is drawn from the void and proffe.red
'unply ad hoc." (fhe word ''standing" is particularly suggestive here; I have wondered
wlt ctbcr th ere might not have been a prior usage of the tenn vera causa in jurisprudence. to
''){11ify a cllse w ith standing in rourt- lhat is. with a prima fncie claim upon the court's
11llt•ntion.)
It should he noted. howeve r. thal my own e mphasis is principally upon a connection the
11·v1•rsc of that asserted hy Dewey: I am co1~cc med primarily. nol with "true causality" as a
•'1t'4lt·11tinl for admission into a Ihenry. hut with the i nferences concerning what are and are
11111 "trm· causes" lli at may lw drawn from n theory t.:iken :ts ulready adopted.
2 . Tu n·lat c this scnst• lo tht• mPl:aphysk-s pmfcssc..'<I hy Leibniz is a formidable task; but

I have been discussing a few of the strands which-with others as
well-were drawn together by Einstein in creating the gene ral theory of
relativity. A philosophically satisfying account of the process by which
Einstein accomplish ed that great work has, I believe. never been given.
In taking up these pieces of pre history. l hope to have helped lo clarify
some of the issues-and some of the confus ions and ohscmili<"s- thal
formed the background of' Einslcin's achi1·vernc nl. I hav1· l1fr il also lo
suggest-I hope pcrs11asivc•ly- a <"1•rlai11 g1·11..rnl philosophi""I allil1ul1·

\ut111 • n·111111·ks ht•1ffi11~ upon 1lw proh lt•111 :m· 1wrhups in order. First , in Leibniz's ontology
tlw only tn u- " h~·h1J!:s·· ("subs tam-c•s": "'ht•h l).t."i t-:11>ali lt• of :1ction..) nre the monads. whos e
\ I Ul t•"i lll'C' St1Uc •S orfH'f'f'l'f 1tlort , whn,"iC' (1·iu:l11siv1•ly i111t•rual) j)fCK'C'SSt'S arc j.tOYemcd by OJlJJeti111111 , um l wl1it•l1 l oK,C'lhr
ull 1111tl1111ll y 11dj11 .. l1 1l l1111 luu muuy pn·-1·s t:1hlishc'(I thro11Ah Cod's
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will-constitute the kingdom of final ca111es or of grace (d". the Monadologv-e.g .• in
Gottfried Wilhe lm Leibni%. Plillosopl1ical Papers and Letters. ed. Leroy E . Loemker [2nd

ed., Dordrecht- Holland: Reidel, 1970 ). pp. 643ff.. paragraphs 14, 15, 18 . 19, 79, 87: and
The Princi1>les of Nature and ofGrace, Btl4ed on Reason. ibid .. p p . 636ff.. paragraph I). At
the same time. in a sense which it is not at all easy to explicate. each monad is associated
with a particular body (cf. The Principles of Nature and of Grace, Based on Rea1on. parag raph 4); and Leibniz sometimes refers to t he monad and its body together as a .. corporeal
s ubs tance" (see le tte r to Bierling. 12 Au gust 1711. quoted b y A. G. Langley in his edition of
Leibniz's New Essayr Corocem ing H11111ar1 Under1tandlng [3rd ed.. La Salle. 111.: Open
Court, 1949). p . 722). Bodies themselves are n ot substances, and t hus not , strictly speaking, capable of action; they are only /Jlumomenn . But they are none the less reaJ ; Leibniz
dismisses Berkel ey with some scorn (le tter to des Bosses. IS March 1715; Loemker. p . 609):
"We rightly regard bodies as things. for phenomena too are real. . . . The Irishman who
attacks the reality of bodies seems neither to offer suitable reasons nor to explain his position
sufficiently. I sus pect that he be long< to t he cl3.$S of men who want to be known for their
paradoxes. "
The realm of " well.founded ph enomena.. comprising bodies and bodily processes is th e
kingdom of •ffici•nt caute• or of (corporeal) r10t11re. Notwithstanding the incapaci ty of
bodies for ";1ctlon:· this kingdom can be cons idered as if it were autonomous; and its
autonomous concordance with t he kingdom of grace is a manifestation. according to Le ibniz.
of the p re-es tablished h armony of t he monads. Jn t he words of the Monodology (paragraphs
79 and 81):
Souls ;ict accord ing to th e laws of flnal causes t hrough th eir appetitions. encb. and
means. Bodie~ :1ct t1ccordi ng to the laws of efficient causes or the laws of motion. And
t he two kingdoms. that of efficient and t hat of final causes. a re in harmon y with ead1
other.
In t his system bodi es act as if the re we re no souls . .
, and souls act as if there were
no bodies. and bot h net .., If each influenced the other.
There are in this st riking analogies to Kant (whose metaphysical schooling was of course of
Leibnizian derivatlon), even i n tenn inology (e.g .. " kingdom of final causes" ="kingdom of
end s"); in particular, Leibniz's "real" or "well·founded" corporeal phenomena are p redsely
equivalent to Kant's ..objects of (extemal) experi ence.·· and constitute , j usl as with Kant , t he
subject matte r of nat ural sdence. The "substantiaJ" foundation of these phenome na involves
most crucially. according to Leibniz. the notion of active. force or power; he accordingly
coined the word " dynamics," i.e ., the theory of power, for the basic science of corporeal
nature; and he gave to hi s major treatise on th e subject the title .. D ynamica d e Polenl ia el
Legibus Naturae corporeae"- that is. " Dynamics, on Power and the Laws of Corporeal
Nature.''
The central d ifficu lties in a n attempt to find a cohere nt fonnulation of Le ibniz's me taph ys·
ical principles and or their con nection with the principles of his ph ysics can. then. be
s ummarized as follows:
( 1) Ho w nre we to understand the refotion of bodies to the monads?
(2) What role and what s tat us have space and time in t his system?
(3) How can Le ibniz's concept of force pe rform the functfon he chtims for it a.~ thr
metaphysical foundation of bodily phenome na-L e .. t heir found ation in tlw ki ut.:·
dom offirwl e<wses or re alm of monads? How. that is. c.1n a conceptual l r.1111iilio11 lw
effected be tween t he two rea lms?

A sk etch of answers to these c1uestl ons. wi th brief ind ic 1tions of tcxt1ml t•vicl1·1u·c·. will lu•
essayed here.
To begin wi th point (2): Space ~md time :m• (to 11sc• l.1·ihn i£s It-nu) "urc.lrrs"- 1.1·., "Y'lrm~
of st nictural relatio ns-of ct>t.,.ytliiuf.! tlwt uxl.d.rc; i11 p:1rt ic11lar (:incl lw l't' wt· l111v1• 11 v1•1-v , f111q1
d ivergence h etwNm Lt•ihn iz :mcl Kant) u( llw (rum11w1111 or) 111m1:ul\ 4•v1•11 11 u•lrnli11J.t ( :1HI
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(11lat spatio-temporal relations affect monads is, e.g.. explicit in the le tter to de Voider of20
J une 1700; Loernker, p. 531: " J had said that exte nsion is the order of possible coexistents and
that time is the order of possib le inconsis tents. If this is so. you say you wonder how time
enters into all things. spiritual as weJI as corporeal. while extension enters only into cor1>0real things. J rep ly that . . . every change . spi ritual 8 $ well as material. has its own seat.
so to speak. in the order of time, as well as its own location in the o rder of coexiste nts . or in
space. For although monads are not extended . t hey nevertheless have a certain kind of
situation in extension, that is. they have a certain ordered relation of coe.xi.ste nce with
others. namely. through th e mach ine which they control." This passage, to be sure. is
restricted b y the next sentence to.finite substances: but the application to God is assured by.
e.g .. the discussion of Cod's '"immensity" and "eternity" in the fifth letter to Clarke, para~raph 106; Loemker. p . 7 14: "These attributes signify . . . . In respect to these two orders
of t hi ngs, th>t God would be present and coexistent with all th e things that s hould exist. ')
Because they are systems of relations , space a nd time are "beings of reason"; the reality that
underlies t hem is a certain collection of affections of th e monads taken seventlly (cf. letter to
1lcs Bosses of21 Ap ril 17 14 : Loemker. p . 609: " My judgment about relations is that paternity
in David is one thing. sonship in Solomon anot he r. bu t that the relation common to both is a
nwrely mental thing whose basis is the modificat ions of the individuals'"). But what modifications of t he individ ual monad s: constitute th e "basis" of the spatial re lations? The answer.
presumably (since the only s tates of monads are perceptive states). is: theit own S/Jatial
,,.._.,·ceptions. The pre-estab lished h armony mus t then ensure a co ncord ance amung the
'J>alial perceptions of aH the monads. which can he expressed in the formula that the monads

Imm: perceptions of their spmial reli1tiunslii11 to one <mother.
If this is correct so far , it makes prima facie good sense to identi fy bo dies either wit h (a)
t't•rtain cvllections of monads (not necessarily. for "the same body," t he sam e monads at all
linws). or with (b) ce rtain correlt1ted µerceptiuns-appearances or 1>henomena-of (i.e..
1111t:rmJ to) all t he monads (taken seve mll y) . F or e ach of these ide ntifi ouions will endow
huclics wit h s1>atia1 re lations; and th e first hits some c.'Onformity with Leibniz's assertio n that
i·al·h monad "has a body.'· the second with his characterization of bodies as "phenomena."
l'ht· second identificatio n is in effect that made by Kant: bodies. as objects of experience. are
1'tm~ titut ed by a connection of perceptions "in consciousness in general." The first contains.
h v t.'tm t rast. what Kant would call a "transcendent"-and therefore an illegitimate1mlj.tmcnt. But for Leibniz botIt of t hese identifications are possible. for one can appeal to the
h.11111tmy to guarantee compatibility between t hem; and t he double identifiC1tion agrees
\1·ry well with a number of passages in whid1 Leib niz speaks almos t inteTChangeably of
·•~n·J;~..itcs.. and .. phe nome na." For instance. to de Voide r. 20 June 1703 (Loemker, pp.
' • Ml 531): "(!Jn appearances composed of aggreg:ites. which a re certainly no th ing bu t
plu·11011wna (though well founded and regulated). no one will deny collision and i mpact. "
\1111: .. IS Ji nee only simpl e th ings are true things. and the res t are beings b y aggregation and
tlll'11•fi•rt• phe nome na (ete.J." And again: "(AJn inte rnal tendency to change is essen tial to
l1111tr· " 'hst·:mee. and no change can ari se naturally in the mo nads in any other way. But in
plw11m111·m1 or ~t1Q!:regates every new change a rises from an impact nccord ing to laws pre" 11l11•cl p:1 rtly hy me taphysics, (>'Jrt ly by geometry. . . . "
\V1· l1:1vr . thus. a hypothesis in answer to question (1) above. As to question (3). a general
111Mvt-r i:ri c:L~Y to Rive (alt hougli not an answer that will reli eve Leibniz's doctrine of obscu111\ . w tll'rl'ntl it against Kant's criticism of ull pretensions to " transce ndent" knowledge).
I .. ·1111111. st•t·k~. amons,t tilt' descriptive parameters of corporeal p henomena (motions). on e
11.ul " ~11il 1th lt• as ll "":asun· or"powcr" or "force"; and he argues fo r the suitability of the
•1 11.111111)' lw c:1lls "livi11,.: fort..._.·· (ri.v ui1'11)--or, ove r :m in terval of time. or a q uantity he calls
n1m•h1j.t adio11," w liid 1 is in 1•fft•t•I tht· timc-intc,..:nil of liv ing force. Unfo rtunatel y. t h e
111111wdi 1111 of tlu•st• p li ysim l qua nl illcs (1111<1 of tlac laws he p roposes for them) with t he
11111111ul1t- 1111'111pl1ysirnl n •al111 is mt·n·I>• d11inwd, mtllt'r than t.'On vi ncing ly explicated (much
1,.,, ,.,1ulilf,l11·d ), !.)' Lt·ihuiz. ( For tl w lwst 1tl"('ou111 of tht• not ion.~ t he mselves. and of the
• 111 1\1 · 1 ' ' 11lin11 lnw' ' '1>uw~l c"l l1y I .1·ll111i1., M 't ' 1111• Fr.·111·11 p:1p1•r"Es:ri:1y de Dynamique sur les
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Loix du Mouvement," in Leibniz. Mathematische Schri(ten. ed. C. I. Gerhardt [Hall e: H.
W. Schm idt, 1860; photograph ically reprinted, Hildesheim: Georg Olms Vertagsbuchhandlung, 19621, vol. VI, pp. 2151£.; English translation as Appendix Vin Lan~ley's version
of the New Essays cited above. This paper contains an impressive anticipation of the general
principle of th e conservation of e nergy. includi ng some discussion of the problem of inelastic
impact. Cf. also, on the same general subject and for some account of the metaphysical
connections as Leibniz views them , the essay Specimen Dynamicum; English translat ion in
Loemker. pp. 435ff.) Leibniz does. however. make o ne pregnant suggestion: inspired by
Fermat's derivation of the optical law of refraction from a p rinciple of minimality, h e
suggests that the b asic laws of the " kingdom of efficient causes" may be derivable from a
principle of "Gna1 causes" in the form of an extremality principle (""principle of the op·
timum"). (See Specimen Dynamicum; p. 442 in Loemker: and Tentamen Anagogicum: an
Anagogica l Essay in the Investigation ofCa uses; Loemker, pp. 47711'. It shoul d be noted that
Leibniz did not- so far as I know-apply the principle of e xtremality to his quantity of
"moving action": this step was ap parently fi rst made by Maupertuis, and fi rst put in a
satisfactory form by Euler.)
If this rough account of Leibniz's general doctrine is accepted. it will be seen that within it
the spatial stru cture occupies a critical position. and in some critical ways an ambiguous o ne.
This structure may be said to manifest itself on th ree levels (whid1, to press the Kantian
analogue, correspond respectively to the Transcendental Aesthetic, the T ranscendental
Anal ytic. and the Transcendental Dialectic): fi rst 1 spatial qualities belong. "subjectively" in
Kant's sense, to the perceptions of each monad- they are phenomena (and H is of this
aspect that Leibniz is pres umably speaking when he says: " I can demonstrate that not
merely light. heat. color . and similar qualities are apparent but also motion. figure. and
extension"-see "On th e Method of Distinguishing Real from Imaginary Ph en omena"~
Loemker. p. 365). Second. spatial relations hold objectively among bodies (and. despite
Leibniz's assimilation. in the passage just quoted. of extension, fig ure , and motion to the
"secondary q ualities, " he re mained ~ommitted to the Cartesian view that only motion can
make a real difference among bodies-cf. Appendix ll. pp. 44 and 45). It is in view of this
ci rcumstance that Leibniz sometimes characterizes space and time. like bodies. as "well·
founded phe nome na." (I'hat he does so is a remark for which I am indebted. to Arthur Fine;
cf. Leibniz's letter to Arnauld of9 Octobe r 1687; Loemker. p. 343: "(M]atter . . is only a
phenome non or a well·founded ap pearance. as are space and time also. ") finally. as we have
seen, spatial relations hold. according to Leibniz. among th e monads themselves. Yet it
should be noted that this is so only in an indirect or derivative sense. Leibniz's monads, as he
puts it. "have no windows": each is a world to itself. characterized in a fundamental sense
only by what is internal to it, its "perceptions" and its "appetitio n." Only through the
harmony can the monads be said to pe rceive, or be related to. one another: and the harmony
is a hannony among the perceptions, I.e. . the phenomena. Since this is just what cons titutes
the realm of corporeal nature, it is after all in this realm that space or e xtension primarily
occurs; and accordingly. in the letter to de Voi der quoted from above , monads are said to
have spatial relations to one another "through the machine which they cont rol." So. in the
le tter to des Bosses of 16 June 1712 (Loemker. p. 604). Leibniz can say th e following (itolie>
added here): " I conside r the explanation of all phenomena solely through the perceptions of
monads fonctioni ng in hannony with each other. with corporeal s ubstances rejected, to h e
useful for a fundamental investigation of things. In this way of explaining things. s pace is the
order of coexisting phenomena. . . . and there is no spati<ll or absolute ne<lrness or di,f tt1ut·c
between monads. And to say that they are crowded together in a point or dissc minah><I in
space is to use certai n fictions of our mind when we seek to visualize freel y what can only he
unde rstood ...
We come thus to the conclusion that in their central sense, for Lcihni'I., .'lJWlft1I n·lutimt."
are objective relations among bodies; and that whah•vt•r is to ht· rcj!unl cd us .. n.·ar or
objective about space must he expressihlt· iu INms of s1wl1 n·l11ti11ns . ll uwt· vt·1". 11 t.'rflirnl
proble m re mains: for this view of wlmt is ohjt·t·tivc· ahout sp:IC't' h lmnlly n ·t, 111dl11hlt• with
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Leibniz's claim that "force" has absolute metaphysical standing, and that th e phenomenal
manifestation of this absolute force is vis viva. The conceptual incohere nce shows itself. for
example, in the manifest ambivalence of Leibniz's position on absolute versus relative
motion in his correspondence wi th Huygens (see Appendix I below. and cf. also notes 4 and
5 below).
What I wish mos t to emphasize. in concluding this rather lengthy but hardly adequate
note. is that the s ubstance of the di scussion in the main text does not depe nd upon the
resolution of these int ricate issues of the metaph ysical interpretation of Leibniz. In particular. what Leibniz's physics implies about the "real s tructure of the world" is a question that
can be approached through a ph ilosophical analysis of that physics; and the compatibility of
the result with his metaphysical principles-or with some proposed int erpretation of those
principles--can be taken as o ne measure of the success of (the proposed interpre tation or of)
Leibniz's philosophical program. This point of view, although it is not without its own
hazards, see ms to me fruitfully applicable to many ph ilosophers who have given serious
attention to natural science (and seems to me to have been. on the whole, neglected by
historians of philosophy and of science).
3. It is not q u,i te clear wh ether "automorphism" ·(for the Euclidean struct ure . what is
usually called "similarity") or "isometry" ("congruence") is the more appropriate notion
here. From a genera.I point of vie w. it should certainly be the forme r, since isomorphic
structures are structurally indiscernible. But Leibniz seems to have conceived of Euclidean
metric relations-and not just ratios of distances, bu t d istances themselves-as having a kind
of absolute (monadic) basis (cf. The Metaphys;,;al Foundations of Mathem<ttics ; Loemker
p p. 666-667: "In each of the two orders-that of time and that of space-we can judg~
relations of nearer to and farther from between its terms , according as more or [fewer]
middle terms are required to understand the order between them'); and this suggests that
Leibniz would choose congruence.
4. "Jn conflict wit.h some of his stateinents of principle"-namely, those asserti ng the
.. eq uipolle nce of hypotheses" for more than j ust uniform rectilinear motions. (J have
suggested that Leibniz may have intended th e generality here to apply only to the interact·
ing bodies, not to the reference syste ms. In this case. however, his strictures against
Newton-so far as the dynamical issue goes, setting the metaphysics aside--are unwarranted: for. as Leibniz recognizes, Newton admits the dynamical principle of Galilean
relativity; and this is absolutely general so far as the interacting bodies are concerned.)
At the op posite ext reme. we have a collection of statements in wh ich Leibn iz maintains
that motion-..or, rather. force·· (i.e.. vis viva-kinetic energy)-mus t have a determinate
s ubject. These state ments of principle are quite compatible with the view that rectilinear
motion is distinguished; but , so far as physics is concerned. they are essentially equivalent to
tl1 e theory of absolute space. and are hard to reconcile with any version of the "equipollence
uf hypotheses." The editors of vol. XVI of the Oeuures compli:tes de Christiaan Huygens,
puhlished by the Societe hollandaise des Sciences (The Hague, 1929), suggest a resolution of
tl1is 1>roblem by cu tting the knot (p. 199, n. 8 of the cited volume): "Remarquons que chez
1.cibniz ii faut toujours fai re une distinction e ntre le point de vue du metaphysicien et cel ui
du physicien. La force absolue e t le ' mouvement absolu veritable' . . . peuven t exister
sans que (suivant Leibniz) le physicien puisse les apercevoir." To me this seems a cou nsel of
clt·spai r. making nonsense of Leibniz's philosoph y. Afte r all. for Leibniz the ide ntity of
i11discemibles is a fundamental met11physical pri nciple; how. then, for him. can physically
111distinguishable hypotheses be metaph ysically dis tinct?
.5. Hcichcn hftch tells us that Leibni z "would argue . . . that the appearance of cen·
lrifu~itl forces on a d is k isolated in space proves its rotation relative to the ether and not
r•·lutivc to empty space" (T/ie PhilosotJhy ofs,,ace and Tim e, trans. Maria Reichenbach and
John F'rt·1111d !New York: Dover, 195RJ. Il· 212); a nd then comments (ibid., n. 2): 'This view
Is 11ut prcd scl y formulutt:d by Lcihni7.. hut it may legitimately be extrapolated from a
pussu)(c· 111 l1 is /Jyut1m lcs (Gt·rhardt- Pt·rt~ . l.A.:ilmizeus matlicmatisclie Schrifteo. VI. 1860, p.
IH7) 1111cl nlso frn111 liis dcll•11s1• of lht• n·btivity of motion in the exchange of letters with
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Cla rke." I have been unable to find in the le tters to Clarke any passage bearing such a
construction as Reichenbach suggests; and the page cited in Gerhardt is in the midst of an
article on the cause of gravity-an article that bases itself upon Huygenss theory of weight as
a11 effect ofthe centrifugal furce of a type of VOf1ical motiot1 of tli e etlier. which is surely not
to the pointl I s ho uld g ue ss that Reichenbach meant to refer either to th e Dy11umica or to the
Specimen Dynamicum, both of which address the issue of apparent deviations from the
"equipollence ofhYPotheses." In both these works. such apparent deviations arc attributed
to hidden interactions of some kind with an ambie nt medium (see. e.g .. th e last sentence of
the lon g first paragraph under Propos ition 19 of the passage from the Dynmnica give n below
in Appendix II. p. 42). In the c ited passage from the Dynamica it L< clear heyond a doubt.
from the immediate context a nd from the followi ng Proposition 20. that the hidden in teractions in question a re th~e responsible for cohesion. A careful reading of the closely related
passage in the Specimen Dynamicum (see Loernker, p p. 449-450) reveals the same; except
th at in this passage gravity is cited as another effect of hidden Interaction. and the
inhomogeneity-in particular. the varying d irection--of the gravitational field is named as
the reason why projectile motion on a moving ship is not. when considered with ex treme
precision, "pheAo me nologically" the same as on a ship at rest.
The con nection Leibniz. rep eatedly asse rts between the eq uivalence of hypotheses and
the nature of cohesion {cf.• besides the passages alread y referred to. the last two sentences of
the selection from a lette r to Huygens given in Ap pendix I(d), p. 4 1) is surely a crux for any
interpretation of his d ynamical relativism. \ Vhat see ms to me th e melancholy truth of the
matte r is that no in terpre tation resolves this crux: that it stands as evidence of a fundamen tal
confusion in Leibniz's though t on this s ubject. J have s uggested. as alte rnative constructions
of Leib niis "general" principle of equivalence. that the generality may apply eithe r to the
interactions or to the reference 1ystem.r; and 1 have suggested that the former {and more
rest ricted) version has the merit of making sense of Leibniz's first argument for this principle. Suppo rting evidence for th is reading of Leibniz is fou nd in a passage in the Specimen
DynamJcmn {Loemker. p . 445) in which. having praised Descartes fo r maintaining the
purely re lative character of motion, Leibniz aiticizes him for fai li ng to infe r from this
principle "that the equloalence of liypothues It not changed by tlie Impact of bodiu "l>On
each other and that such rules of motio n mus t be set up that the relative nature of motion is
saved , that is. so that the pheno mena resull'ing from the coll ision provide no basis for
dete rmining where the re was rest or determinate absolute motion before the collision."
Here the state men t tha t the equivale nce -is no t changed by the impact" cleariy means only
that Cali/eon relat'ivity- the freedom of choice as to "where there was rest or . . . motion
before the collision"-is not broken by collisions. {Descartes's laws ofhn pact g rossly violated
Galilean relativity.) If this passage is compa red with Leibniis phrase to Huygens (Appendix
I(b) below. p . 40) that he has reasons to believe that nothing, including circular motion,
"breaks the general law of equivalence." th e reading under discussion gains considerable
plausibility. But thts reading shatters upon our crux. For it is explicitly demonstrated by
Newton in th e Principia that Newtonian d ynamics satisfies Galilean relativity witho ut qual ification; and forces of att raction. o r inextensib il ity of cords. or perfect rigidit y. make no
difficulties in the matter. So if the reading in question is the right one. Leibniz's s t:atements
about cohes;on and solidity can only be taken to show that he had fail ed to understand some
of the basic elementary argume nts and theorems of Newton's mechanics.
The second inte rpretation-t hat Leibniz professed an honest principle of "~en cral
relativity"- seems in better accord with his philosophy. and (as we have seen) with hb
second argumen t for 1he equivale nce ofhYPotheses. On lhe othe r hand. the diffi t,. llies wilh
this interpretatio n a re formidable. as we have also seen; and it. too. foils to solVe o ur cru x. I
have attempted to put the notion of general relativity and Leibniz's conc:cption of t·oht •siu n
from impact by arnhient partides in to intelligible connection in the followi ng w;1y. whil·li
may be of some interes t although I cannot claim that it finally 11 11t..' l'CC."<-l s: l..A·ilmiz 'i::l)"'
(Append ix II below. p. 42) that if there were true drcular moliou (;L" ordina rily conceived ) the general eq uivale nce or h ypolht•st•s wo11lcl lw viol:11t·tl hy ! lit• llC"t't1rrc •11c·c· of

centrifugal force on a rotating disk. Could he have believed that, on his view of the nature of
t'Ohesion, "rotating reference syste ms" are without s trict physical meaning-because. in that
view. there are in principle no rigid bodies? Of course. thi s is hardly a te nable position-for
wheth er th e earth. for example. is or is not rigid. one can adopt it as a kinematical reference
ho<ly. Could. the n (to approach some thing more cogent). Leibniz have reasoned as
follows?- Jf the earth. for instance. or Ne wton's famo us bucket, were a st rictly rigid body.
1he n the two syste ms. earth at res t and earth rot:ating {or bucket at rest and bucke t spinnin~.
would be kine maticall y equi valent but (as the phenomena of centrifugal force, or Newtons
t•x periment of putting wate r in th e bucket . show) dynamicoll_y inequivalent; so in th~s case
1he ge neral principle of equipollence of hYPotheses would mdeed be broken by orcu.lar
motion. ln fact. however, because the re is no perfect rigidity. the two systems in question
fwre are not even kincmatically equivalent: the rotating earth has-necessarily-a different
:tfw pe. that (s a d iffe rent intemaJ geometrical confi guration. from that of a nonrotating earth;
.111d the same will be true of the bucket ur ofany oilier body. Therefore. rotating syste ms are
nut examples of dynamically ineq uivalent but kinematically equivalent ones. and the principle of equipa11e nce is un broke n. It see ms to me indeed possible that Leibniz's reasoning was
, 11 methin g like this; it is. at any rate. as close as J can come to a solution of the cn1x I have
posed. Yet it is a highly prob lematic solution. On the basis of th e texts known to me. it is (to
u"t' Reich enbach's term) a rather fargoing ..extrapolation ... It leaves unresolved the other
11ifficulties that have been discussed. a nd the refore fails to absolve Le ibniz. of se rious confu, 1on. And so for as th e crucial issue itself is concerned , it falls short in two ways: First.
.1hliough thi s lin e of argume n t depe nds upon there being no true rigidity . it does not in any
1·11·:1r way exdude some sort of true elasticity of bodies. And second. for a viable theory to be
d 1·,•eloped along such lines. it would be necessary to give rules for tletern1ining kinemati ' r1lly. on the basis of the configurations a nd changes of configuration of bodies and their
part s. those states that are lo be tak en as "inertia.I"; but of the existence of such a p roblem10 ~ty nothing of its solution-th ere is not a word in the writings of Leibniz. T hese two
di·lt·cts are not necessarily fatal to t h e proposal. as a n interpre tation of Leibniz, for we have
l111111d no way to avoid attributing to him a defective theory; but it can claim nothing like the
...11isfactory s tatus argued for in section 11 below . in the interpre tatio n there offered of th e
pu~iti6n of Huygens. W e are left. for Leibniz. in an ambiguity of confusions.
Ii. Oeuvres completts de Huygen•. vol. VI. 1895. p. 48 1.
7. / /,id .. p. 327.
X. It will be seen presentl y that some qualification is required h ere. The quoted stateme nt
n l 11 nygc ns is not altogether explicit; it is argued below that that s tate me n t. t~ken quite
li11·rall y. c.-ontinued to "exp ress Hu ygens's vie w" even whe n his view changed and no longer
.1~1t"l"tl with Newton's.
!I. See Appendix I below for the pertinent passages of the Huygens·Leibniz corre' Prn ulcnce. I have previous ly comme nted on these matters. a nd especially on Huygens's
1l11·11ry of relative motion. in my paper "'Newtonian Space-T ime"; see Robert Pahcr. ed .. Th e
Imm~ Mirnl>ilis of Sir lltwc Newton (Cambridge. Mass.' MIT Press, 1970), PP· 2581f.
IO. Appendix 11 I below contains translations of three of these notes of H uygens . from the
1 ' " " ' "'"""""l>lrter. vol. XVI. The piece published as No. III of this se t (Ibid.• pp. 222-223) is
1"">!11t'< I hy the editor~ to the year 1688, since. itself undated, it occurs in a manuscript
l11·lwi•t•11 pa~t·s cla tt"cl 27 March 1688 ::tnd 8 November 1688 respecti vely. I t is !empting (and
uul 1111po~"ihlc ') to <.1111.-;trud an ~\rjtument s uggesting that No. 111 is an earlie r no te than the
..11 ... ,-, lll'n· 1mnsl:itt_"CI. omd that t heir conte nts involve a significant ad vance. which may have
l11·1·u 111:ult• at a date· ti.al :tt"t.-"Ctrds wilh the stateme nt to Lei bniz; bu t this would be skating on
1 11 111, ·r 1liiu ic•t·. It is a t lc•a'it mi pl:msihlc th at ll uyg cns, in wri ting to Leibn iz. used the phrase
..'nu ;1 mn ·· 11 1 tlw i111prt•ci'i:\' st·r,sr of..n ft•w yc;1rs." The best reason for believing that th ese
1111 11 . , u ·pu·... ·ul 1lu· vit•w ll u y~t'll' i.1>t-.1ks of in his lette rs lo Leibniz is tha t they qui te
, 1.11 11111 1)' 1111 r1•pn·1o1·ul ~' 1:111• dmn)!t• in his <.1111ct•ption of motion; that their conte nts a re fully
, u 111 p 11 1ihl1• wHh l1i i. .. 111l l't11t"11h in lh l' ll'l lt •r'S; anti that i ii ~ snmt•wh:it unlikely that he should
luo 1• r\ 1w d 1•111•r1 I a f111 1l1r1 1'11ml1111ll'11l:tl c ·l 1a11~1· of virwi. llC'li1n• 1l14· ll'ltt'rs to Leibniz and
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yet not have included in them a hint of the nature of the change-but unlikely to the second
order tha.t. 1f th;1s wue t~ue, th.ere ~h~ld remain n o manuscript evidence of it. (It was clearly
Huygens s ha~1t to rumma~e. tn his p nvate notebooks. over his theoretical conceptions, an d
to preserve his ~otes. For instance. the editors of vol. XVI of the Oeuorea completes tell us

terms of waves was als o possible. Huygens h is theory of"mutual" gravitation Oil the grounds
that pressu re by an e the r might produce g ravitation towards a center with no reciproc.'a l
action upon that center; and (for the second part) Huygens was resen1ed towl\rds Newton's
theory of the composition of wh ite light. Huygens and Lcibnfa very adverse to the theory of
unive rsal gravitation. on the grounds in each case that a "mechanic.-al" expl1tnation seemed
impossible.
19. Ernst Mach, The Science of Mechanics, 6th Engli sh ed. (La Salle, Ill.: 0 1>en Court,
1960), pp. 588-589; The A11alysi1 of Se11.satlo11s. revised English ed. (New York: Dover.
1959), p. 311.
20. Mechanics, pp. 588-589: ' 1(T]he me ntal artifice atom . . . is :a product es1>eciall y
devised for the p urpose in view. . . . Howe•,.e r well fitted a tom ic theories rnay be to
re produce ce rtain g roups of facts. the physical inquirer who has laid to heart Newton's rules
will o nly admit those theories as provision<1l helps. and will strive to attain. in some more
natural way. a satisfactory s ubstitut e."
21. See Mechanics, pp. 286-287. ('The third se nt en c.'t of p:1ragraph 7 is mistm nsluted~ it
should S,?Y that the alterations of the mutua1 distances of re mote bodies arc proport ional to
one another (n ot "to those distn nces..}-i.e., ifin two time-interva1s, I and 11 , bodies A and B
have distance-changes 6r1 and 6.r11 , and if bodies C and D have distance·cha ngcs d.r 1 and ds 11
in these same intervals. and if these bodies are all ..re mot e from one anothe r, .. then ~r1 :Ar11
= ll. s,: ll. •11·)
22. See Mechanics. pp. 284- 285. 293. 340; and Preface lo the Seventh Ge rm an Ed ition.
p. •xviii. (Th is view seems to be the one Mach held to most firmly; note th~tt it is, for
e xample. restated in the las t sentence of the Preface lo h is hL-.t edition.)
23. Tirnt this is Mach's intent ion seems p lain from it passage added in" late ed iti on of the
Mechan;cs (p. 339). in wh ich Mach suggests that , m t her than "refer the laws of motion to
absolute space.·· we may "enunciate the m in a perfectly abstract form; that is to say. without
'Jlt!dfic menUon of any system of reference ... 111e import of this last phrase m:1y ~~m
ohscure; but the sequel makes clear that it implies in effect an e:riste11tiul t1uuntifict1tion over
reference systems: Mach says that this course '"is unprecarious arld even pmctical; for in
treating SI?.eci al cases every student of mechanics looks for some serviceahle system of
rc·forence.
24. Meclianic~·. p. 284. (fhus all three views appe;\f in pp. 284-287.)
25. For a discussion of this point. see my pa 1>er (n.l rcudy citecl- n. 7) "N~wtoni;rn Spac.-e·

that th ey are pnntlng only a representative selection of the papers dealing with the same
new conception of relative motion, and they print eight such pieces.)
11. Cf., e.g., below, Appendidll(a), last sentence (p. 46). and Appendix lll(b), pp. 47-48.
12. I had originally written "until th e twentieth century"; but I have learned from an
article ol)~en Ehlers-'lhe Nature and Stmcture of Spacetime, " in J. Mehra. ed., Th•
Physicist• Conception of Nature (Oordrecht-Holland: Reidel, 1973). p. 75-that Ludwig

Lan.ge ad~an~ essentially this view in 1885; see his paper "Ueber das Beharrungsgesetz,"
Benchtt 11ber d.. Verlaand/11nge11 der koniglich siicla.rbchen Gesellschaft der Wi.ssenschaften

: u Lei/):.lg. Mathemalisch-physische Klasse, vol. XXXV!l ( 1885), pp. 3331F.
13. See rny paper. al ready cited (n. 7 above), " Newtonian Space-Time"; and "On th e
Notion of Field in Newton, Maxwell. and Beyond," in Roger H . Stuewer. ed.. Historical
and Pl1iloso1>hicol Pers,,.ctlot!s of Science. Minnesota Studies in the Ph ilosophy of Science
vol. V (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press. 1970). pp. 264!1'.
'
14, Cf. . e.g.. the follo"'.!ng (already quoted in part). from the letter to de Volde rof20 J une
!700 (Loemker. p. 531): (l )n p henomena or aggregates every new change arises from an
impact according to laws ~rescri~ partly by metaphysics, partly by geometry, , . . So an y
body whatever. taken .by its elf. tS .understood to s trive In the direction of a tangent, though
its conti nuous motion rn a curve may follow from the impressions of othe r bodies." Also the
third letter lo Clarke. 1>aragraph 17 (Loe mker. p. 684): " I maintain that the attraction of
bodies_. P:?perly so call ed. is a miraculous thing , since it cannot be explained by the nature
of bodies. (Cf. a lso the fourth letter to Clarke, paragraph 45: a nd the fifth le tter. paragraphs
112 et stq.)
15. ~ec. e.g.. his Tralti de la Lumiere. chap. 1. p. 3 of the original edition; Oeuvre.J
com,,lete$. vol. XIX (1937). p. 461: "[In considering the production of light and its ell'ects .
one fin~ everywhe re] that which assuredly manifests motion [of some matter); at leas t in the
true Ph ilosophy, in which one conceives the cause of all natural effects by mechanical
reasons. Which it is necessary to do in my opinion. o r else to renounce all hop e of ever
understanding a nything In Physics."
16. Cited above, n . 14.
17. For the quoted phrase. •ee Principia. Book Ill. fourth " Rule of Philosophizing."
Of the several pa(sages in which Newton expresses his views about " hypotheses, .. the one
Iha! I «onsider the d earest and mos t rounded occurs in a relatively obscure place in his early
optical correspondence (letter to Oldenburg for Pardies, 10 June 1672: H . W. T urnbull. ed.•
'!'h• Correspondence of l1aac Newton , vol. I [Cambridge: Unive,.ity Press, 1959 (. p. 164}:
"The best a?d safest way of philosophizing seems to be, that we first diligently inves tigate
the properties of things. a nd establish them by experiments. a nd then more slowly strive
towards H ypotheses for their explanation. For flypotlieses sh ould only be fitted to the
properties that call for explan ation. not made u se of for determining them-except so far as
they.may suggest exp~riments. And ifone wete to guess at the truth of things from the mere
poss1bU1ty of Hypothtsu, I do not see how it would be possible to detennine any sett led
t\gfeement in any science; sin ce it woul d be always allowable to think up further a nd furth er
Hypoth eses, which will be seen to furnish new difficulties."
18. This is not, of course . to say that Newton was never w rong, o r that he was never
inffuenced in his judgment by his theoretical leanings. H e was. for example . wrong about
the law .or double_ refraction and WTong in asserting the impossibility of correcting the
chroma.he aberration of lenses; and both th ese e rrors arose from too lrns til y adopt ed
theoretica l conclusions. My conte ntion is. rather. that Newton n ever argued ngainst n rivuf
th eory either on the grounds that the phenomena might be otherwise ex1llalnt.'<I. or o n the
grounds that the theory itself did n ot ~mil of ..cxplanntioo"' in some s uilnhlt• .\Cll.M" -HS (for
the first part) Hooke attacked Newton s thc·ory of liJ,thl nn tht• g rounds 1l111t 1111 rxplmmlion in

Time. '"

26. Two ;lStronomical phenomena provide optical evidence of the earth's annual motion
1,·lalive to the fi•ed stars: the aberration of starlight and s tellar pamllax. Aberration wa.s
1li"'Overed in 1725 by J ames Bradley. and was explained by him in 1727 (the year of
N,•wton"s d eath). Ste llar parallax, sought for since (a l least) the lime ofTycho Brahe. \V"as not
olo·l<-li<:d until 1838 (by F. W. BesseQ.
2 7. Pro1X>Sition XI of Book Il l of the Princi1>in, which s tates " that the com mon cente r of
..,:1~ 1 vity of the earth , th e s un. ;rnd all the p lanets. is immovable:· is asserted u nde r the
liypothl'sis-cxprcssJy so 1:1hclL'<1-"that the center of th e sys te m of the world {i. e .. solar
')''11•1111 i-. immovnhlc"': in other words. that there exists a point. definable by its g<.--ometrical
11•l:ilio11s to the c;1rth. sun . a nd lllomets. which is immovable. Newton 's argument for Prop·
u \lliun XI is th;at. hy the Laws rA Mo tion. the center of gravity must be either at rest or in
11111ft.n11 rc.·liiliru:-;1r mot ion, ltut if the ce nte r of gravity has a constant velocity different from
,. ..... tlu•it • 1-lt-:1rly c..iuuul ht· 11ny fixed point in the system at all. so the h)'(\Othesis requires
111111 1111· n·nll'r of J.!r.tvi ty ht• at n·st. li e imml..-di:ltely infers (Proposition XU) that the sun
11\1·lf" h1 t'l11lli11 ual 111o l iu 11. Of t•u11rSl', the whole argum en t assumes that the solar system is
ilvwuuirnlly dm•'tl. 011 l h b p11i111 Nl'wlo n C.' tunmcnts further, in h is sub se<1ue n t. less formal
Wtll ~ '1'111' s,J.'~lt'lll uf ,,.,. \Vol'lll, St'(1ion H(St.'C Sir hwm: Nvu;turi's M11themtttical Principles of
N11lwt1I l 'lif/11.""l'''IJ 111u/ Iii." Sy.\ ln11 uftlw \Vorhl. c'tl . Florian Cajori !Be rkeley, California:
I •11l\'1•1'il)•of ( :ulift1111in Pn·'"· IS> IHI. p . .')SH): .. , , 111:1y i,,. ;1ll1·~1'tl th:1l the sun and planets are
h11111·lt•·•l l1y 'rn1w 111111•1 fun ·r 1'1111.11ly :nul i11 1lu· 4li11·d io11 of p:1r.1llc·I line.·\: h u t by s uch a
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force (hy Cor. VJ of the l-'lws of Motion) no change would happen in the situation of the
pla1,ets one to ;mother. nor any sensible efTed follow: but our business is with the causes of
sensible effects. Let us. therefore. neglect every sud1 force as imaginary and precarious. and
of no use 1n the phenomena o f tht" heavens. . . . "
28. See the introductory paraA:mphs of J·lelmholtz"s pa1>er .. l'eberdie n1ats.'lch en. die der
Ceometrie zum Crunde lie~en:· in his \VU1en.sclwftliclie Ablumdlungen. vol. II (Leipzig:
J<~mnn Amhrosius Barth. 1883). pp. 6181T.
29. Some furth er <'Omments ahout the theorem of ll elmholtz and Lie seem to be called
for:
(t) It w~ known to Riemann. and clearly s tated in his HctbWtntionsvortrag. that "free
mobility"' of figures ''withou t di~lcnsion·· is possible. in a connected manifold wilh Rieman·
nian metric, if and only if its curv;tture is uniform (hu t see (3) helow for a qualification of this
statement). \Vhat is distinctive in the res•1lt of 1-felmholtz is. therefore. not the sufficiency of
the c.-ondition .. Riemannfon metric of unifonn c.'lirvature." but the nece.uity of the conditfon
"Riem;innian metric." for such free mohility.
(2) Mowever. the sense of this "ne<-essity" requires elm.:idation (for I hnve found, in
discussing th e point with C.'OllcnJ(ues. that the mathematical fads are less well known than I
should have supposed ). Th e work o f Lie and his successors has shown that there are .seveml
t heorems. not just one. "of l-ldmhohz type": what they ha\'e in common is the followin~:
Ont• clcf11ws :.1 certain conditioll. C. upon ;1 manifold, involving a class of mappings (to he
c.·allecl "rigid d i.splacemc nts"): uncl proves that if th e c:ondition C is satisfied. then th<.,,-e i$ m1
essentially 1111iq11c Hic1mm11fo11 structure 011 the manifold for u;/ticli tlie alreMly postulated
"ri}.!id dis1,/m:e111<•11ts" 11re Ji1'eci::wly tlw isometrics of th e Rienurnnitm metric. ("Essentially
11ni111w" ht·n· nwan.s unique up to a t'Onst;111t positive foctor-i.e . • up to the choice of a "unit
of lr·n~lh. ")The cluusc in ih1llc~ is, therefore. a neccs.-.ary c.-ondition for the <--ondition C to
loold.
I have> lw(•n .asked whether thi) rc~nlt tndy cshtblishcs "necessity"' that a manifold with
t·onditinn C bt• Bil·man ni:tn in slruct ure-or whether it merelr shows that such a manifold
"admit~" a suitahle Hii:maunian slnu,:turc. 11le issue is perhaps in part merely verb.11: bu!
tltt:se;• poinh shou ld bl' nolcd: (a) TI1C essentil1/ uniqueness stated in the theorem means. in
dfc«t . that if one is '"~ivrn.. a manifold M ·with "rij!id displac.'f'ments" satisfying the condition
C. one is ip5o fuc tu ··~h'cn'" a Riemannian stn1cture upon that manifold. (h) In ordinary
Euclidean geomelly. :tliomatized with the help of the relation of "c,-ongnience:· a metrical
stm('turc is de1ermint."CI in no other sense th;m this: the length or distance. s.atisfying the
Prthagore•rn theort•m, is flefi1wl>le (up to the choke of a unil) in tenns of the tu:ionwtiz.ed
relfltion.f, Ill predsc an:.logy to the I fclmholtz.U e situa tion. (c) \Vhat is perhaps the central
thing. from the point of view of ll dmholtz. b this: A careful reHe<:tion on the proof{s) of the
Helmholtz-Lie th<..-orcm(s) will show that the Rit"mannian structure whose ex is tence and
(essentia l) 11nicp1cness is thcrel))1 cstahlishccl is tl1e metrical st ruct ure that is obtained
through the "ordinary, starldo.ud prOCt!clurt'~ of mc.'\Surement~ 11sin~ .. freely mohil<.> rigid
bodies" ~1s meo.1surin~ instnuncnts. (d ) Jt might he ;1sked. ht'yond this, whether there exi'it,
under the stipulated conditions, hcsides the (t.>Ssenti:ill y uni<1ue) Riemannian metric. s till
othcr-non-Ricmannian-·mctric structures for whidl the "'rigid dis-placcmcnb" :ire the
isometrics. The :mswer to this qnl'~tion depends in part u1)(m the ~cncmlity ;lllowcd lo tlw
notion of 01 "metric." If one only d ema nds satisfaction of the st~mdrird "'mt'lric !'\ll:lt.'f.•" axioms
for a distance-function. th en I here arc indel·d nun-Hicnmnni.:in mt'frit_-s :1d111ill i11J! rlw sa111c·
isometrics as th e Ri cmannian one (and. in the Eudiclean uasc'. tlwn· t'xi,<tl "ru111·PytfutJ!,tH'1w11"
metrics 1vhose isonwtrics un• e:rnctly tlw E11cli<lem1 ccmw-1wnce,-t). T his fol lows t·asil y fro 111 1lu·
fact thnl if cl is 11 distuncc -funclion on a set, a nd ifJ is :"t!l arbilrary "u11wtouir·rtllr1 im·r1•11.,•i111!
and conc,we reill-va lue<l function on the n m1-1wg:.1ti\'f..' real 1111mhcrs. wit li f(O) s o. 11w11 1111'
composite function fad is again a cl is tanoo·f111wtion (;.ind has Ifie s:111w isonH'lrfrs as 11). Bui 111
the spiri t of differential p:eomctry. a 11<1l11r;il sp t•dali·1.ali1111 of tht· 11otio11 of a 111dri4• i..:
obtained as follows: F'i n;I, for nn tll'bitrury 1111• t rh· :-.p:it't', mw c·:111 cl1•ti1w tlw 11uli1111' uf 11
"rectifiable cu 1v('" ;tucl of lhr " l1·11~th "' of ~111·11 :i t·11n·1· 111 :1 ,1miglt1fi1rw:inl wa\'. II h tlu •11

always true that the length of a rectiflable curve from 1> to '' is greater than or eq~1al to the
distance from p to q. Let us call a metric "rectiRable" if for each pair of points p and q there
exists a rectifiable curve from p to q whose length is as close as one likes to the distance from
p to q-i.e., if the distance from p to q is the greatest lower bound of the lengths of curves
from p to q. (Thus "rectifiability of the metri c" entails that th e metric space in question is
pathwise connected.) Now we can assert that. under "'Helmholtz.Lie conditions" C on a
connP.cted manifold, the onli/ RECT1FIABL£ metrics whose i&ometries are the "rigid displace·
ments.. Me the Riemunnian metri<.""¥ , unrque up to a unit of ltmgtl1, given by the theorem of

:J(i

Helmholtz and Lie.
(3) Jn the old er literature of geometry, authors were notoriously careless of the distinction
between "local" and "global" structures: and this leads to some difficulties in our present
<'On text. Thus in the work of Helmholtz and Lie-and. Indeed. in all the later work known to
me on the "Helmholtz-Lie pr-oblem..- the notion of"rigid displacement" is take n to mean a
certain class of mappings of the whole manifold onto itself. Bu t if the notion is so cons trued,
it is not true that uniform Riemannian curvature is a sufficient condition for free mobility
under rigid displacement: there are required, in addition. certain "global" conditions on the
manifold (finiteness of the fondamental group. and metric completeness). Moreover. from
lhe quasi-epistemological point of view from which Helmholtz began, based upon conside rations of spatial measurement, th is "global" construction of the notion of r igid displace·
ment is inappropriate: for purposes of measu reme nt. one does not carry around the whole
'P<l<."e-One carries around only a small measuring body. It therefore seems worth while to
give here a strictly local form of the Me lmholtz-Lie theorem (which does in fact single out all
:md onJy the Ri e man nian manifolds of constant curvnt ure).
We suppose given, then. a connected n·dimens ionnJ differentiable manifold M. and a class
/( of map pings (th e "rigid displacements"). each of which is a diffeomory1hism into M, defined
11u '' domai11 (i.e .. connected open set) In M. These arc re<1uircd to satisfy the following
,·unditions:
(a) " Local charader" of rigid dis1>lacement: A difTcomorphism f defi ncd on a domain U
is in R if and only if for each 11 in U !here is a neighborhood V of p such t11at for any
domain W contained in V the re~lriction off to \Vis in R.
lln luitively: n diffeomorphism f is a rigid displacement on U ff and onlr if it i.s a rigid
111.,placcment on all small enough parts of U.)

(b) "Croup-like properties" of the set of rigid displacements: lfJ, defined on U, is in R.
then[·• (d eR ned on the domain.JtU)) is In R ; if[, deRned on U, and g, deRned on
j{UJ. are hoth in R. then so 1s the composite mapping go[ (defined, again, on U).
I u l:1dlit:.1te formulal'ion of the rce1uirement of "free mobility.'' it is conve nient to introduce
of a "'flag" on the manifold M: namely, a sequence a =- (a,.a 1 • • • • , a,. _ J. with

1111· 11otio11

''" .1 JH1i11t ("°"dime nsional suhspacc") of M , a 1 a l ·climensional subspace of the tangent space

'" M :11 "•· 112 a 2--c:limcnsional subspace of thnt tangent space coutahllng the I-dimensional
, ..1i,p:1t-t• "•·;Hid so forth up to lhe (n - 1)-dimemional subspace o,. _ 1 (wh ich contains all its
p11·t lt·1·f·~sors). The 11;1~11 =(aft, a,, . . . . "•- 1) is called a Rog "at the 1>oint a, ... The set of
.1111111~..: on M has itsclf :1 natura l mnnifnl<l~structure (of 11(n + 1)12 dimensio ns). and the set of
~di ll:1J.:" .1 1 11 !ixt'tl point ""is a s uhman ifn ld (of n(n - l)rl dimensions).
(t') "( :oml irion of"frrt· 111ohility": For t•Vt•ry pair of points (p, q ) of M, there exist domains
11. V-11l'i1-tli liorl~4M>th uf 11 ancl '' rt·s1wctivdy-..:11ch t hat:
(i) " F1'1•1•tl11111" aml "ri,.::itlity": For t•vc·ry lla,g tt al JI and every ffng bat a point in V,

tl11·n· 1•xi<il"i a
111111111!\'c•l y :

MUI/I'

111rnt111•

'4...1i1 111 /(.

cl4•fil1t'<I on U. under which a is carried to/,,

r·"11all 1•11ou1.d1 " I hndv ut ,, l rnutll'I)'· (/I t'ilU he

lll0\1Cd

•I · i1111I 111lalt•tl c•\r 1\· wl 1kl 1 w:•>'· liu l i.:,i\•4·11 tlll' "wl1t•14•" nntl tlw
If,, l1 11)l. /1 llu· 1ll,pl:11-.·1111·11I h llM1dh d1•l4•1111i111•tl.)
111 •11 1
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(ii) "Co ntinuity": For a Axed Oag a at p , the mapping (b, v)--. j,. ,.,,(v) (with b a Rag
at a poin t in V, o a tangent vector at a point in U, and fi.-: 01 • the "induced''
mapping on tb e tangent bundle) is continuo us.
(In effect. this can be construed as saying that if b' is n ear b, the rigid displacement tha t
takes a tob ' is near the one that takes a to b. where .. nearness"' of the dlJJerentiab1e maps is
measured b y their effect both upon points and upon tangent vectors.)
This comple tes the expositio1~ of o ur "local H elmhol tz.~ Lie condition C"; the condusion
now follows. as alread y s tated in (2): that there exists an e ssentially unique Riemannian
metric o n M . s ud1 that a diffeomorphi sm f of a d omai n U into M is in R If and only iff is a
Ricmannian isometry.
The original proof of this theorem- in its weaker. therefore easier, .. global'" versionpl"O<"eeded by a rnth er formidable induction on th e d im e nsion of M. using prope rties or the
project ive spaces. With more mod ern techniques. however. a conce ptuall v ra th er
stra igh tforward proor is possible, and a sketch of the proof will now be given: We first choose a
Axed point p , and take q =p in (c) above. Fixi ng also a flag a at p , we writeg, instead off.,,.,,;
th en g,, is a nonsingu lar linear tran sformation on the tangent space at 1>. and by (c} (i) and
(ii) the mapping b--. 8• is a 1-1 continuous map of the Bag-manifold a t 1> into the Lie !tfOup of
all such transformations. Since th e Ang-manifold at a poin t is compact. so is its image set in
th e linear group. But usi ng (a) and (b), one easily s hows that the i mage set is a subgroup of
th e li near group , nnd is therefore itself a compact Lie group. By the standard technique of
"averaging" or "in tegration" over the action of the group. one can then define a positlve,/i'finite quutlraticfon11 o n the lanf!.ent SJ>ace lit 7) , invariant under all "rigid rotations"; and it
follows easily from (c) (i) that th is form is unique up to a constant positive factor. Finally. th e
riJOticl displacement·s ••from J' to q" can be used to "transport" this form over the e ntire
m:mifold. ~iving a Riemann iun &tn1et11re invariant under all the ( loccd) rigid displacem ent &;
a nd with th is, since" essential u niqueness" follows at once from the cons tmction, the proof is
<.'Omple te.
(4) Our fonnulution of the condition of free mobility in (3) depended essentially upon the
,/ifferentfoble strncture of th e man ifold M; for onl y this structure gives us th e notions of
" tangent space" and "Rag." Lie gave a second version of the (glob al) H el mholtz theorem. in
which free mobility is expressed without such an "infinitesimal" construction. Neverth eless.
Lie's s econd theore m also involves assumptions of differentiabilit y, because th ese were
presupposed in the very fou11dations of his theory of"continuous groups of transformations,··
which provided the tools for h is attack upon Helmholtz's problem.
The motive of e limin ating all explicit differentiability conditions from the He lmholtz-Lie
foundations of geometry has played a noteworthy role in th e subsequent history of mathematics; for ii was th e direct inspiration of th e celebrated " Fifth Problem" of Hil bert- th e
proble m to what e.rte11t assumptions of differentiability co n be dispensed with in the theory
of U e group•. This was Afth in the list of twen ty-three problems posed b y Hilbert at the
I nternational Congress of Mathematicians in Paris in 1900; its complete solution-showing
thnt th e difTe re ntlabUity ass umptions in ques tion ca n be dispe nsed with entirely-was ob·
tained (after a number of preliminary advan ces by a number of ilJus trio us mathematicians} in
1952 by Andrew M. Cleason. D eane Montgomery, and Leo Zippin. Hil b ert h imself introd uced this problem in explici t connection with the He lmholtz-Lie fou ndations of geometry
(see his Gesammelte /lbhar1dlu n~en , 2nd ed. [Berlin: Springer-Verlag. 19701. vol. Ill, 1>.
304)~ and wh en. in 19<12. in a paper ··Ober die Cnmdlagen d er Geometric" (Mathcmntfa·cl1e
Aruwlen 56 (1903). pp. 381-422: also p ublish ed as Anhang IV in his hook. CrmullllJ.!Cll tier
Geometrie. 7th ed. (Leipzig: B. C. Teubner, 1930). Hilbert ~ave an ax iomatization of
geometry in two dimensions on the basis of the group of motions witho ut :t11y a:m unptious
d iffe rentiability. he expressed the view that this work "answers. for thl· SJlt:dal case· of the·
group of motions in the plane, a s.tene ra l question cont.'Cminj!; j!;roup tlwory. wlt id1 I howl'
posed in my lecture 'Mathcm:1tk·al Prohll•ms: C i1t1i11j!;t•r N ad1 ri d1 lc ·11 1900, Prnh l..1u !l."
n l e ~CnCraJi7.:lliOll of I his j!l'Olllt'tlil•a l rt''\1111 l o I/ clillll'll\ illll\ fin:tfly ht'C'llllH' JH l~S:J lifc• II\ 11

or

t•nnsc•quc•nt'C' llf lhc • n•, 1111" 11f'( :lc·a"u1 , f\'l 1 111l ~1 111u ·t)', 111111 Zl11pi11

1.f. ll u • 111l i1·l1· ,i( l t u1 1\

Fre ude nthal, "Neuere Fass un ge n d es Riemann- Helmholtz-Lieschen Raumproblems, ..
~fothem~tlsche Zeitschrlft 63 (1955-56): so th e solution of Hilhe rt' s group-theoretic proble m
did lead to th e geomet rical result he had hoped for.
30 . Departures from strict trans lation occur onl y in th e material with in brackets.
31. But it should h e noled th at in one important point Ri emunn's anticipation has not
proved correct: desp ite great efforts to account for the structure of the physical world ··1n the
small" with the help of the space.time curvatures. no satisfactory account or th is kind has
Leen achieved ; i. e .• we h ave no evidence of s trong ffuct uations of curvature i n regions of
inicro.1:1copic scale, ave raging out o n the scale of ordinary h odies. s uch as Riemann fores.aw.
Instead it Is after all "in the large" tha t we have <."'01ne to know ph enomena which "admit of
simple r explanation" th rough the assumption that .. the measure·relations . . . are not in
aa:ord wi th the assumptions of (ordinary] geometry."

Appe ndix
For convenience of reference. the re ar e added he re translations of
passages fro m the writings of Huygens and of Leibniz which may not
otherwise be easily accessible.
I. From the Corresponde nce of Huygens and Leibniz.

(a) From a lette r of Huygens to Le ibniz, dated 29 May 1694:
I shall not touch this time on our question of the void and of atoms.
having already been too length y, against my intention. I shall only say to
you that I have noticed in your notes on des Carles that you be lieve it to
lw discordant that no real motion is given, but only reltitive. Yet I hold
t his to be very sure, and am not checked by the argument and experime nts of Mr. Newton in his Principles of Philosophy, which I know to be
in <'!Tor; ttlld I am eager to see whe the r he will not make a retraction in
the new edition of this book, which David Gregorius is to procure. Des
( :artcs did not sufficiently understand this matte r.
(11) From a letter of Le ibniz to Huygens. dat ed ~ June 1694:
22
As lo the d iffe re nce be tween absolute and re lative motion . I believe
111111 if 111otion. or rathe r the moving force of bodies, is som ething real. as it
"'' ' " "one mus t acknowled ge. it is q uite necessary that it have a subject.
l'or, /1 and h movi 11j.! lowards one another, I maintain that a ll the
pl11·11111nl.'na will oecttr i11 the same way, in whichever of them o ne posits
11111tio11 or n·st: a11d iftltt•r" W<'l't' 1()()() lH>d ics. I re main coovinc.-ed that the
pl11·1111111t •1111 m uld 11ot f11rn islt to us (nor <'Vt·11 I n llt!' angels) an infallible
4•1U1·1iu11 l~u- d 1·l4 · r111ini11~ llH' s 11hj1·<·t o f' 111ol io11 o r ii ~ cl1·J.!n ·<·; and that a n y
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of the m could be considered by itself as being at rest; and this I believe is
all that you ask. But (I believe) you will not d e ny that in truth each has a
certain degree of motion-or. if you will, of force-notwithstanding the
equivalence of hypotheses. It is t rue that I infer this conseque nce, that
there is in nature some other thing than what Geome try can the re dete rmine. And amo ng many arguments of which I make use to prove that.
besides exte nsion an<l its variations (which are purely geome trical things),
it is necessary to recognize something higher. namely force , this one is
not the least. Mr. Newton recognizes the equivalence of hypotheses in
the case of rectilinear motions; but in respect of the circular ones, he
be lieves that the eJfort of circulating borlies to increase the ir distance frvrn
the center or axis of c irculation manifests the ir absolute motion . But I
have re asons that make me believe that nothing breaks the general law of
equivale nce. It seems to me nevertheless that you yourself, Monsieur.
were fo11ne rly of the sentiment of Mr. Newto n with respect to ci rcular
motion .

simplest (all things considered) for the true one. Having thus no other
cr iterion, I believe that the diffe rence between us is only in the manner of
speaking, which I seek to accommodate to common usage as much as I
can, salva veritate. l am even not far from your own , and in a little paper
that I sent to Mr. Viviani and which seemed to me suited to persuade
Messrs. of Rome to license the opinion of Copernicus, I accom modated
myself to it. Nevertheless. if you have these opinions abou t the reality of
motion. I imagine that you mus t have opinions about the nature of bodies
different from the customary ones. I have on this subject very singular
views. which seem to me demonstrated. . . .

(c) From a le tter of Huygens to Le ibniz. dated 24 Augus t 1694:
. . . As to what concerns absolute and relative motion, I am amazed at
your memory-that you recall that I used to be of Mr. Newton's opinion
in regard to circular motion. Which is so, and it is only 2 or 3 years since I
have fou nd what is true r-from which it seems that you too a re now not far,
except that you would have it, when several bodies a re in mutual re lative
motion. that they have eacl1 a certain degree of veritable motion. o r of
force; in which I am not at all of your opinion .
(d) From a le tte r of Leibniz to Hu ygens, dated .i.. September 1694:
14
. . . Whe n I told you o ne day in Paris that one would be hard put to it
to know the veritable s ubject of motion. you answered me that this was
possible by means of ci rcular motion, which gave me pause; and I recaUed
it in reading almos t the same thing in t he book of Mr. Newton; but this
was whe n I already believed that l saw ci rcular motion to have no
privilege in this respect. And I see that you are of the same opinio n. I hol<l
therefore t hat a ll hypotheses are equivalent. and when I assil(n certain
motions to certain bodies, I neither have nor can have a ny otlu•r reason
than the simplicity of the hypothesis. hl'lic·vinl( that Ont' may take· th1·
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II. From Part II . Section 4 of Le ibniz's Dynamica.
Proposition 19.
The Law of Nature that we have established of the eq11ipo/lence of
l1111iotheses-that a Hy pothesis once corresponding to present phenomenci
11•ill then always correspond to s11bseq11e11t phenomena-is true not only in
ri·1·tilinear motions (as we have already shown), but universally: no matter
lww the bodies act among them.selves; but provided that the s ystem of
lmdies does not comm1111icate with others, i.e., that 110 external agent
s1111ervenes.
!Note: The explicative mate rial that follows the colon might belong in\ lt·a<l to the clause set ofT by dashes: i.e., it may e ither (as put above)
.1111plify "unive rsally," or further explain the notion of "equipollence of
l1ypotheses" itself; the Latin is entirely ambiguous on this point. J
This is demonstrated from prop. 16 [note: there is no Proposition l6 (!)
Proposition 17 is evide ntly inte nded; or rather, all propositions
p1·i111t-d by Ge rhardt with numbers greater than 16 should have their
1111111hcrs red uced by l. so that the present one should be Proposition 18),
11:1111t·ly that all motions are composed of rectilinear unifo rm ones, for
wl1 id1 tht' thing is so by prop. 14. But the same is demonstrated in
.111oll1t·r way from the i:ene ral Axiom, that of those things whose deter111i11a11ts cannot he distinguished. the determinates cannot be distin~11 is l1t·d ..it he r. And so, s in ~-c in the cause or antecedent state the diverse
l1 )•1111ll1t·s ..s mnnol I><· distini:1 iishcd, namely insofar as the bodfos are
1·1 11 ric·d hy l'rc·c· rc·ctilitll'ar motions. tlw y clea rly cannot be distinguished
1•1ll1C'1', i11 a11y way, i11 th.. 1•1f1·ds or sul>S<·q11t•nt states: nm', therefore, in
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collisions or any other events, even if some motions are perhaps converted from rectilinear to circular through the cohesion or solidity of
bodies, or through restraining cords. Since, therefore, all motions-even
circular or other curvilinear ones-can arise from preceding rectilinear
uniform motions, changed into curvilinear ones perhaps by thrown cords;
and since a motion once given, no matter how it was first produced, ought
now to have the same outcome as another that is in all ways like it, even
though otherwise produced; therefore in general Hypotheses can be distinguished in mathematical rigor by no phenomena ever. Universally,
when motion occurs. we find nothing in bodies by which it could be
determined except change of situation, which always consists in relationship. Therefore motion by its nature is relative. And these things are
understood with Mathematical rigor. However, we ascribe motion to
bodies according to those hypotheses by which they are most aptly explained; nor is a hypothesis true in any other sense than that of aptness.
Thus, when a ship is borne on the sea in full sail, it is possible to explain
all tl1e phenomena exactly, by supposing the ship to be at rest and devising for all the bodies of the Universe motions agreeing with this
hypothesis. But although no mathematical demonstration could refute
thfa , it would still be inept. I remember, indeed, that a certain illustrious
man formerly considered that the seat or subject of motion cannot (to be
sure) be discerned on the basis of rectilinear motions, but that it can on
the basis of curvilinear ones, because the things that are truly moved tend
to recede from the center of their motion. And I acknowledge that these
things would be so. if there were anything in the nature of a cord or of
solidity, a nd tl1erefore of circular motion as it is commonly conceived.
[But) in truth , if all things are considered exactly, it is found that circular
motions are nothing but compositions of rectilinear ones. and that there
are in Nature no other cords than these laws of motion themselves. And
therefore if ever the eq uipollence of hypotheses is not apparent to us it is
because sometimes all events are not apparent, on account of the imperceptibility of the ambie nt bodies; and often some system ofhodies seems
not to be communicating with others. although the contrary is the case.
Moreover (what is worth mentioning). from this single principle. that
motion by its nature is relative and therefore all hypotheses that once
agree produce always the same effects. it would have'hcen possibll' to
demonstrate the othe r laws of Nat11n· 1·xpo11nd1·d so for.
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Proposition 20.
The solidity ur cohesion of the parts of bodies arises from the motion ur
tendency of striking of one body against another.
For (by prop. 17) all motions are rectilinear uniform ones compounded
together. But if the solidity of bodies comes from anything but composition of motions, rotation too will derive from something other than composition, namely from that very necessity by which it follows from the
hypothesis of solidity. And so indeed if a straight line that is corporeal or
endowed with density and is solid, LM, is struck simultaneously in its
extremities Land M, with equal respe~tive force of contrary motions AL,
BM , by bodies A and B, it is necessarily, by the advance of the bodies, put
in rotation about its midpoint N; but in this way matter near L or M
tending 'to recede from the center N will be retained solely by the solidity
of the body, not by contrary impressed motion; and, therefore, this circulnr motion does not consist in a composition of rectilinear ones, un.less we
c·xplain that solidity by a certain motion of pressing. The same is shown
from prop. 19, which we have demonstrated not only from prop. 17 but
from another different ground; and from this conversely prop. 17, tol(dher with the present 20, would (in a certain regress) be demonstrated
from prop. 19 in another way than above. Doubtless, since it is shown in
prop. 19 through the relative nature of motion that hypotheses are indis1...rnible, it cannot be known whether some particular body is rotated; but
11' we posit solidity, and therefore rotations not derived from the composition of rectilinear motions, a criterion to discern absolute motion from rest
" l(iven. Indeed, let body ACB rotate about its cente r C, near the row of
points ADB [which points are themselves disposed in a circle about C as
1·..nter], and now suppose the solidity of the body to be dissolved so that
Its t•xtreme part A is separated by the breach of the connection: it will go
ulonl( the straight [tangent] line towards E , ifthe motion of the body was a
tru" one [note: "versus," in Gerhardt's text here, is an obvious error for
...,,.,,,s"]; ifit was me rely apparent, part A will stay with the remainder of
tlu· hody ACB, notwithstanding the dissolution of the connection. And so
we· should possess a necessary ground of discerning true motion from
uppurcnt . al(ainst prop. 19. And this will not be avoided, unless the
rnlldity of the body ACB arises from a pressing in of the bodies around it.
Sinn-. the n. in this way all motions are rectilinear. and no other rotation
111" 1·nonc nloout thu11 a certain determinate t'()mpo.~ ition of rectilinear
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motions; and since in pure ly rectilinear motions, speaking absolutely and
of geometrical necessity, hypotheses cannot be d iscerned from one
another (by prop. 19); it follows that they cannot be discerned in rotations
either. But let us show more distinctly in what way a certain rotation
about a center and a pressing in of bodies would arise from the sole
impression of rectilinear tendencies. Indeed, let the mobile A be going in
the direction and with the speed represented by the indefinitely small
ele mentary straight line ,A ,a; but le t the tendency of the surrounding
bodies be continually driving the mobile A towards the center C, so that it
always keeps the same distance from the latter (namely because otherwise
the present motion of the surrounding bodies is distu rbed) , .. . [there
follows here a straightforward account (only slightly obscured by some
notational errors in the le tters referring to Leibniz's diagram) of uniform
circular motion as the result of a suitable combination of tangential velocity and a continual "pressing in" (treated as a sequence of very small
impulsive forces) towards the center; concluding:] And so from motion
that is per se uniform rectilinear, but changed into circular by an added
tendency towards a center, there arises a circulation also uniform; which is
noteworthy, and agrees with experiments. We have th erefore explained
the conversion of rectilinear motion into circular by compositions of rectilinear tendenr.ies-on which basis alone the equipollence of Hypotheses can be satisfied.
It is certain that the cause of cohesion is to be explained from these
things that we understand of bodies-such as are magnitude , figure, rest
or motion. But besides motion there is nothing that makes a boundary in a
thing.
For let there be a body ABC, whose part AB, struck by a blow coming
in the line DE, does not leave BC in its forme r place but moves with it;
the reason of this dragging is sought. And for instance if we wish to reduce
it to pushing by conceiving certain hooks of the body AB to be inserted in
handles of the other body BC, or if we imagine certain ropes or fibrous
webs or other tangled textures, we have accomplished nothing; because it
is asked in return what, then, connects the parts of the fibe rs or hooklets.
But contact alone, or rest of one beside anothe r, or common motion,
surely does not suffice; for it cannot be understood why one hody drai;s
another from this alone , that it touches it. And universally we 11nd1•rsland
no reason why a body is move d except this. Iha! lwn hndil's l'annol lw in
the same place. and hencl' if' rnw is 111ovl'd 1l11·n lhosi· ollu·rs also 11111st '"'

moved into whose place it enters. We have demonstrated the same in this
place from the laws of Nature. And just as, from the law that change
cannot be by a jump, we have shown all bodies to be Aexible, or Atoms
not to be given; so from the posited gene ral law of Nature , that
phenomena must proceed in the same way whatever hypothesis is made
1·oncerning the subject of motion, we have shown solidity to arise in no
other way than from the composition of motions. If indeed some derive
the solidity of bodies from the pressure of the air or ethe r, on the analogy
of two polished tablets which are separated with difficulty, then although
this is in some ways true, yet it does not explain the fi rst origins of solidity
or cohesion; for there remains the question of the very solidity or cohesion
of the table ts. Since, therefore, a mass of matter cannot be discriminated
<'X <.-ept by motion , it is manifest that the ultimate grounds of the solidity of
holh the larger and the smaller ones must be sought in this alone .

·l ·I
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III. From the Notes of Huygens on the Nature of Motion.
The following are among the notes published by the Societe hollandaise
d1·s Sciences, in vol. XVI of the Oeur>res completes de Christiaan
l/11 y/!.ens, unde r the heading of "Pieces et Fragments concernant la
<,lnestion de !'Existe nce et de la Perceptibilite de ' Mouve ment Absolu'."
(a) No. III. assigned to the year 1688 on the basis of its position in the
manuscript; from the Latin:
All motion and rest of bodies is relative. Nor without mutual refe rence
ol' bodies can something be said or understood to be moved or to rest.
For they e rr who imagine certain spaces unmoved and fixed in the
infi nitely extended world-whereas that immobility cannot be conceived
<'xt·cpt with reference to a resting thing.
But the parts of a body can be moved with reference to one another
(wli ich is called whirling motion), preserving their distance on account of
a lmnd or an obstacle: on account of a bond, as in the case of a top or the
m 111posite of two hodies connected by a cord; on account of an obstacle, as
in the msl' of water swirled in a round vessel.
111 this 111olio11 lhl' parts tend to recede from one another or from a point
d..li ncd wilh rl'l'l'rt'llL'C to them. and this with the greater force the greater
" tlwir n •lat ivl' 1110 1io11 . Whl·nce, moreover. j11d~m ent can be made of the
q11alil y ol' lhis n·lat iv1· 111ot i11n. whc·n ii t·a1111ol ht· made from change of
d is lmu:t· .
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Bodies which are move d with refere nce to one anothe r are moved
truly.
Between two bodies motion is produced by impelling either of them.
And the same motion can be produced, whichever of the two is impelled ;
even though a smaller force is needed if the smaller of the two is impelled .
Any body continues its once received speed with reference to othe rs,
which are regarded as at rest, uniformly and along a st raight line with
reference to those other bodies.
Of rest we have no idea except through relation of bodies.

of that motion which one commonly calls veritable , and without there
being this veritable motion at all- it being nothing but a chime ra, and
based on a false idea.
It is the same with a single body, e .g. a wheel or globe; except that in"
the parts of such a body the re are all sorts of different directions, not only
in parallel lines as here. Now this circular motion is known e ither by
relation to neighboring bodies that are mutually at rest and free; or by the
centrifugal force that causes the te nsion of the thread that binds 2 bodies
together-and so their circular motion would be known even if these
other bodies did not exist at all. Or e lse, if the re is only one body that
rotates, the rotation causes the projection of some bodies that one might
place on it; as, if it were a turning table, balls that one put on it outside the
«enter would p romp tly flee and leave it. And in rotating water in a circular vessel it causes the e levation of the water toward the edges.
One knows by this that the fixed stars are mutually at rest and have
n·ceived no impulsion a t all to go around, because [if they had] they
would separate-unless they are stuck in a solid sphere as some people
used to be lieve. Consequently the Earth has received that [rotatory imp1dsion]. As one knows in another way by the clocks--that is to say, that
Ill<' earth flin gs off more strongly toward the Equator.
Now in the circulation of2 bodies bound by the thread AB one knows
1l1at they have received impulsion which has produced their mutual re lal ivl' motion or direction; but one cannot know, by consid ering them
" '""'" whether they were pushed equally, or whe the r only one was
pushe d. For if A alone had been pushed, the circular motion and the
l1·11sion of t he thread would have followed all the same, a lthough the
l'irdl' would then have a progressive motion with respect to the other
l1od il's at rest.
That I have therefo re shown how in circular motion just as well as in
111·1· and straight motion the re is nothing but what is relative-in such a
way that that is all there is to know [connoitre (H .'s orthography}--i.e.,
il..i1·1·t or n ·mgnize) about motion . and also all that one has any need to

(b) No. IV, no date determined; from the F rench:
It must therefore be understood that one knows that bodies are mutually at rest, whe n being free to move separately, and in no way bound or
held together, they maintain the ir mutual position. Thus if several balls
are put on a smooth table and if each remains motionless in its place on
the table , then they are at rest among themselves and with respect to that
table. I have said that they must be free to move separately because they
might maintain their place, being bound together or attached to the table ,
and yet be in motion among the mselves-which may seem st range; but it
is in this that the nature of circular motion consists, which occurs when
two or more bodies, or the diffe rent parts of a single body, are impelled to
move in different directions, and their separation is prevented by the
bond that holds them together-so that it is re lative motion among these
bodies or among the parts of a single body, with continual change of
direction, but with constancy of distance on account of the bond.
As when two balls A and B, he ld togethe r by the thread AB, and being
mutually at rest (which is judged, according to what has been said. by
their rest in relation to othe r bodies that are free to move and that yet
maintain their own position and distance)-if A is pushed towards C and B
towards D . the lines AC and BD being p erpendicular to AB and in a
single plane and the impulsions equal [and oppositely directed (Huygens's
diagram shows C and D on opposite sides of the line AB)]. then these
bodies will move in the circumference of a circle of diamefe r AB. to wit
with respect to the bodies among which A and B were pre viously at rest.
[Note: the anacoluthon is in the original. ] Thus A and B will have motion
among themselves, that is to say in relation to one another. y1•t without
the ir mutual position or distance chan~inl( .
Without one's h" ing ahl1• to say how 111ud 1 th1 · 0111· and !lot· nlh1·r l111v1·

~ 110\V ,

.•

•

Tl11·y say. wt• w nnot perhaps know in what motion consists, but know
11u ly ll1at a htKly which has rece ived impulsion is moved. I reply that since
"'' ' l111v1· th1· ldt·a ol' motion 110 otherwise than from change of situation of
'"""' lic Kly. or of its parts (as i11 dn·n lar mot ion). toward othe r bodies
tl11·11 ·li11·1· w1• nn· 1111ahl1 · In i111agi11<' 111ntin11 t'Xt•t•pt hy conceiving tha;
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change of si tuation to occur; because motion cannot be conceived to
wh ich the idea of motion does not confo rm . [Note: the last sentence is, in
the original, in Latin-which lends it an aspect of enhanced formality.]

clirectjon? Accordingly a body can neither be said to rest nor to be moved
in infinite space, because rest and motion are merely relative.
Rightly enough Descartes, article 29 of the second part. Except that he
says the same force and action is required whether AB is carried from the
neighborhood of CD or the latter from the neighborhood of the former.
Which is then indeed true when AB is equal to CD, but otherwise not at
all. Wrongly, too. he defi nes motion of a' body as relative to those im111ediately touching it. For why not likewise those farthest away?

(c) No. VIII, no date determined; from the Latin:
Motion is merely relative between bodies.
It is produced by impression in either of them or in both; but. motion

once effected, it cannot be discerned in which of them impression has
been made. Indeed, absolutely the same effect results from either imp ression.
T rue and simple motion of any one whole body can in no way be
conceived-what it is-and does not differ from rest of that body.
I long believed that a Kp tTT}pwv of true motion is to be had in circular
motion, from cen trifugal force. For indeed, as to other appearances, it is
the same whether some disk or wheel standing next to me is rotated , or
whether, that disk standing still , I am carried about its periphery; but if a
stone is placed on the circumference it will be projected if the d isk is
turning-from which, J considered, that circumference is now to be
judged to be moved and rotated truly, and not just relatively to something. But that effect manifests only this: that, impression having been
made in the circumference, the parts of the wheel have been impelled in
differen t directions by motion relative to one another. So that circular
motion is relative [motion] of parts excited in contrary directions but
constrained on account of a bond or connection. But can two bodies whose
distance remains the same be moved r elatively to one another? Indeed, in
this way: if increase of d istance is prevented. Contrary relatjve motion
[then] truly obtains in the circumference.
It can be disce.med whether a strajght rod is moved freely and all in one
direction (or is at rest, for that is the same thing), or whether its parts have
received the impression of contrary motions. . . .
Most consider motion of a body true when it is carried from a determinate and fixed place in cosmic space. Wrongly. For since space is
infinitely ex tended on all sides, what can be the definiteness or immobility of a place? Perhaps they will declare the fi xed stars in the Copernican
system to be at rest. They are indeed unmoved among themselves; hut .
taken all together, in resp ect of what other body will they he said to res I ,
or how will they differ in re from bodies most rap idly moved in some
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